
January, 1927 

Ford 13-Plate Battery $12.00 
'T"~E recer;.t r~~ucti?n in th~ pri~e of the ~ord battery 

.L has resultea 1n a tremenaous 1ncrease 1n sales, and 
has provided a splendid opportunity for profits to those 
dealers who energetically go after the business. 

Retailing at a price of$12.00, the Ford 13-plate battery 
represents an exceptional value. Its sturdy construction 
throughout meets every battery requirement efficiently 
and economically and its 13 plates give it a much greater 
capacity than the ordinary 11-plate type battery- a 
decided advantage in cold weather when greater power 
is required to turn the engine over. 

Every dealer should be vitally interested in promoting 
battery sales, not only to secure the immediate retail 
profit, but for the after-service ~lv"hich tnal{es the business 
still more attractive. It is, however, essential to acquaint 
all Ford owners with present Ford battery value. This 
can be done most effectively by advertising in the local 
newspapers. In addition the dealer should make proper 
window displays and circularize car owners in his 
community. Money spent in battery sales promotion 
brings quick returns at this season of the year. 

Dealers lose many battery sales every day because 
their efforts do not go beyond supplying batteries actu
ally demanded by their service customers-overlooking 
the large field represented by Ford owners with whom 
they have neglected to establish service con tact. 

This is a wonderful opportunity for dealers to build 
up their winter profits-don't fail to cash in on it. 

No.1 
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Adjusting Coupe Seat 
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Standard Position Fig. 308 Forward Position 

The present type coupe seat is designed 
so that it can be rrtoved forward if the owner 
so desires. When assembled in the standard 
position as it is when the car comes off the 
assembly line, the seat furnishes maximum 
riding comfort for the average size driver but 
it sometimes happens that the purchaser of a 
new car wishes the seat moved up closer to 
the steering wheel. This is easily accom
plished as illustrated in Fig. 308. 

After ren1oving the seat cushion, rerr1ove 
the bolts at the bottom of the seat back 
strainers. This permits the removal of the 
seat back by merely lifting it up. 

It will be noted that the package tray bar 
is assembled in back of the package tray 
flange and the lower brackets are turned 
toward the rear of the car. To assemble the 
seat back in the forward position, the lower 
brackets should be turned around to the 
forward position illustrated above and bent 
to conform to the angle of the seat back after 
it is assembled with the package tray bar in 
front of the package tray flange. 

There are two holes in the seat cushion 
frame, the one in front being used when the 
seat back is in the standard position. After 
moving the seat back forward in the manner 
described above, the dowels are inserted in 
the two rear dowel holes in the cushion frame. 

Wire Wheels 
Since the adoption of Ford wire wheels as 

standard equipment on Fordor sedans, it is 
essential that dealers familiarize themselves 

with the installation of balloon tires on drop 
center rirns, as described in parnphlets dis
tributed by the branches and tire com
panies. Be sure your local tire dealer under
stands the proper method of installing and 
demounting tires on Ford wire wheels, and is 
prepared to give proper replacement service. 

When applying tires to drop center rims, 
the flaps used in applying tires to our regu
lar wood wheel equipment must be removed, 
as they cannot be used. It i.s also necessary 
to provide a longer dust cap for the valve 
stem, these parts being also obtainable 
through the various tire dealers. 

Coupe Floor Mats 
Many dealers are evidently unaware that 

we can supply rubber floor mats for 1924 
and 1925 coupes. 

Rubber mats are particularly desirable for 
cars which are used in commercial service. 
The carpets in cars operated for such pur
poses are usually worn out much more 
rapidly than those used only for pleasure 
and the long wearing qualities of rubber 
mats carry a great appeal for commercial 
users. 

The price of this mat is now $1.2 5 and at 
this low price, there are doubtless many owners 
in your vicinity who will welcome the oppor
tunity to secure new mats for their cars. All 
branches have an adequate stock of these mats 
and they should be ordered under the part 
number, T-18120CX. 
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The Vaporizer 
In Fig. 309 is shown n 

cutaway view of the new 
vaporizer now used as stand
ard equipment on Ford 
cars. Its principal advan
tages are: 
Increased l\1ileage: The 
construction of the vaporizer 
causes a concentrated mix
ture of air and gasoline to 
pass over an exhaust heated 
plate, thoroughly vaporizing 

mixture, which then meets and mixes with a definite 
amount of cold air. This gives a uniform and dry charge 
to each cylinder. As each particle of gasoline is vaporized 
there is complete combustion in each cylinder, resulting 111 

increased mileage. Due to the fact that all the air is not 
heated there is no loss of power, which would be the case if 
the entire charge was pre-heated before entering the cylinders. 
Smoother Operation: The complete vaporization of the 
gasoline eliminates condensation on the inside of the intake 
manifold, and delivers an even, correctly proportioned 
mixture to all four cylinders, giving smooth acceleration at 
all speeds. 
Better Operation at Low Speeds: The fact that the 
mixture is thoroughly vaporized and evenly distributed to 
all four cylinders assures much better performance at low 
operating speeds, which is important for cars operating in 
congested traffic. 
More Power: The complete vaporization of the gasoline 
naturally gives more power which results in faster acceler
ation and higher maximum speed. 
Reduces Carbon: The vaporization of the gasoline by 
direct contact with the heated plate eliminates any chance 
of wet gasoline reaching the cylinder, thereby cutting to a 
minimum the formation of carbon on the pistons or cylinder 

head. Less Use of Choke: The im
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proved results obtained by the 
use of the vaporizer over the old 
carburetor is especially evident in 
cold weather. The engine starts 
easily with less use of the choke, 
and after firing a few times 
smooth operation is obtained be
cause the exhaust gases heat the 
vaporizing plate, thoroughly va
porizing and heating the mixture 
before delivery to the cylinders. 
Reduces Crankcase Dilution: 
A very important result is the 
reduction of crankcase dilution, 
due to the fact that no unvapor
ized gasoline reaches the cylinders 
and gets past the pistons into the 
crankcase. In cold weather less 
use of the choke reduces the risk 
of drawing raw gasoline into the 
cylinder in starting. 
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Stop and Tail Light Display 

The value of effective display as a means 
of stimulating sales is recognized by prac
tically every merchandiser. Articles which 
attract but little attention when placed at 
random in a showcase frequently become 
very much in demand when displayed in an 
interesting manner. 

In Fig. 310 is shown a set-up for the stop 
and tail light which has proven very effec
tive in increasing the sale of this item. 

The necessary parts for demonstrating the 
stop and tail light are illustrated in Fig. 311. 
A list of the part numbers is shown below: 

6 T 3367 Transmission cover door 
screws 

1 T 3376C Transmission cover 
1 T 3378 Transmission cover door 
1 T 3380 Starter drive cover 
4 T 5059 
1 T 3381 Starter drive cover gasket 
1 T 3425 Transmission band spring 
1 T 3426 Transmission band adjusting 

nut 
1 T 3435 Brake and reverse pedal shaft 
1 T 3436 Brake and reverse pedal sup-

port 
1 T 3439B Brake pedal 
4 T 4~1Y.t:S Boit 
4 T 3514 Nut 
1 T 3180X Combination stop and tail 

lamp 
1 T 5175 Battery 
2 T 50214X Arms (windshield swing) 

To set up the display, proceed as follows: 
Install brake pedal support to transmission 
cover. 

Insert brake pedal shaft in brake pedal 
support, using the necessary spring, washer 
and nut. Connect up pedal, to pedal support 
with soft wire instead of regular pin. (Be 
sure to grease pedal support and pedal to 
insure easy operation for demonstration.) 

Mount starter drive cover in usual man
ner, using gasket and four T 5059 screws. 

Mount stop light switch to starter drive 
cover in accordance with instructions in 
carton. 

Bolt T 50214 arms (windshield swing) 
through motor to transmission cover brace 
holes with 2 T 4819B bolts and 2 T 3514 
nuts, mounting combination stop and taii 
lamp upon the top of the arms. 

Place genuine Ford battery, rubbercased, 
alongside of transmission cover and wire 
up light and switch in accordance with in
structions, concealing wires as neatly as 
possible, especially switch to stop light wire. 
Pass this wire through hole in transmission 
cover for reverse shaft and assemble all 
surplus wires under transmission cover. 

Install transmission cover door, using 6 T 
3367 screws. 

Fig. Sll 

This display not only serves the purpose 
of demonstrating the stop and tail lamp 
but also brings the Ford battery very forci
bly to the attention of prospective pur
chasers. Two attractive signs should be 
made up, one calling attention to the battery 
and giving its price, $12.00, in large figures. 
The other sign should give the price of the 
combination stop and tail lamp and also 
call attention to especially designed switch 
used. 
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Assembling Window Regulator 
Handles 

When reassembling the window regulators 
on closed car doors, it is important that the 
handle be assembled so as to avoid inter
ference with the driver's or passenger's knee 
when the glass is completely up or down. 
Figure 312 shows the correct position of the 
handle when the window is completely 
closed or open. 

~ II 
Fig .. 11!2 

Essential Tools 
We have found that a number of dealers 

are not equipped with 52-1157 bar for 
assembling the hub brake spring. This 
tool greatly facilitates such work, in fact, 
we feel that it is a very necessary piece of 
equipment for every dealer. 

At the price of $.40 list, less dealer's dis
count, there is no reason why every dealer 
should not have one or more of these bars 
and it is suggested that an order be placed 
with the local branch at once. 

Another very necessary tool which many 
dealers have failed to secure is SZ-1156 
headlamp bending bar. This tool was 
brought out because the old type bending 
iron could not be used advantageously on 

the headlamps of improved cars. While 
it is true that the present type headlamp 
bracket renders a bending iron unnecessary, 
there are such a large number of cars in 
service on which the bar can be used that 
we consider it necessary for every dealer to 
have this type bar on hand. 

The price of the bar is now $1.25, less 
dealer's discount, and if an order has not 
already been placed with the local branch, 
it is strongly recommended that this be 
done at once. 

Washing and Polishing Pyroxylin 
Pyroxylin finished surfaces may be washed 

in practically the same manner as a var
nished surface. The dirt and dust on the 
body should first be washed off with a slow 
stream of water flowing from a hose without 
a nozzle. 

The use of soap on a pyroxylin finished 
surface will not have any ill effect upon the 
finish. After removing the dust as outlined 
above, soak a chamois in a pail of warm 
water (not over 17 5° F) containing any Lin
seed oil soft soap or Ivory soap and thorough
ly wash the body. The soapy water should 
then be washed off with a slow flowing stream 
of water from a hose, after which, the body 
should be dried with a chamois or compressed 
air (not over 20 or 25 lbs. pressure). 

To polish a pyroxylined body, it is merely 
necessary to follow the instructions on the 
bottle. The Lincoln polish, which we supply 
gives equally satisfactory results on either 
Lincoln or Ford cars and the same procedure 
is followed in polishing a pyroxylin finish 
as a varnished surface. 

Wire Wheel Felt Washer 
The standard T 2809 rear axle felt washer 

is used with Ford wire wheels. Dealers must 
see that this part is installed in every case 
when installing wire wheels. 

Inflating Truck Tires 
The balloon tires used on the front wheels 

of model TT trucks are to be inflated to 40 
pounds pressure. This pressure, it will be 
noted, is higher than the 30 pounds recom
mended for rear tires on sedans and runabout 
with pickup body and is provided so as to 
take care of the relatively heavier loads 
carried on truck front wheels. 

It is important that this pressure be main
tained. 
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Tire Failures from Damaged Rims 

Many car owners and some dealers fail to 
appreciate the importance of giving care
ful attention to the condition of the rims. 
A great many tires fail before they have given 
full service to the customer because they 
have been used on damaged rims. Such 
damage may occur to either clincher or 
straight side rims. 

In the case of the clincher rim, the more 
common damage is for the clinch of the rim 
to be bent down as shown in Fig. 313. 
This is usually caused by rims striking the 
curb, a chuck hole in the street, a rock in the 

Fig .. 'JJ,I 

road, or something of this nature. Some 
owners make a practice of removing the 
tire altogether when it goes flat and run on 
the rim to a place convenient for tire change. 
This practice not only damages the rim 
but it bends the clinch so that the bead 
of the next tire applied will not fit 
properly in the clinch of the rim and causes 
what is commonly known as rim cutting. 

Fig. 8!1, 

Figure 314 shows a tire which has failed 
from a bad rim such as shown in Fig. 313. 

Fi_q . . ;~;-, 

In the case of straight side rims on account 
of the flange of the rim curving outward in-
stead of inward, the damage to the rim is 
usually a flange bent downward. This does 
not give the proper support to the straight 
side bead and the pressure from the inside 
causes the tire to bulge out over the point 
in the rim which is bent down, eventually 
weakening the tire at that point until it 
blows out. 

Figure 315 shows a bent straight side rim 
and tire which has failed on that rim. 

The following are a few simple rules in 
connection with rims which, if followed, will 
prolong the life of tires. 

1. Sometimes dents or bends in the rim 
can be taken out but if very bad, a new 
rim should be installed. A rim is inexpen
sive in proportion to the value of a 
good tire. 

2. On clincher rims, do not use any kind 
of gum, fabric or metal strip on the inside 
of the rim, as it would tip the toes of the 
bead which would cause unnatural seating, 
an:l result in rim cutting. 

3. On clincher rims, file off any sharp 
places along the edge of the clinch. 

4. With a wire brush, clean out all rust 
which has accumulated, particularly from 
under the clinch on clincher rims so that 
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the beads of the tire can slide into their 
proper position and bring the edge of the 
rim against the side of the tire in the groove. 

5. Give the inside of the rim a coat of 
graphite or aluminum paint to delay the 
formation of rust. Painting the entire rim 
with aluminum paint will greatly improve 
its appearance and no doubt be appreciated 
by the customer. - -

Setting Commutators 
The importance of properly setting the 

commutator must not be overlooked, as a 
poorly set spark will inevitably result in 
burned valves, knocks, etc. 

\Xfhen properly set, the distance from the 
center of the commutator case spring cap 
screw to the center of the commutator case 
pull rod (with spark fully retarded) is 27\i 
inches. Dealers can make up in their shops 
a gauge which will quickly and accurately 
check this setting. A sketch of the gauge is 
shown in Fig. 316. 

To use the gauge, it is merely necessary 
to place the large hole over the cap screw 
and then bend the pull rod until the end of 
the rod fits freely in the small hole in the 
gauge. 
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Fig. 816 

Magneto Contact Spacer 
As soon as present stocks of T 3260 

magneto contact assembly are depleted, we 
will discontinue supplying this item. The 
present type contact assembly, T 3260B, has 
been made adaptable to use on old style cars 
by the installation of the spacer illustrated 
in Fig. 317. 

This spacer, part T 3263, is fastened to 
the transmission cover by the three screws 
used on the old style magneto contact 
assembly. Replace the gasket with a new one 
of the same type and then assemble the spacer 
to the transmission cover with the three 
screws which held the old style contact 
assembly in place. A new type magneto 
contact assembly can then be screwed into 
the spacer. 

The price of the spacer is $.15 list. 

Fig. 317 

Small Time Gear Puller 

It has been the practice, heretofore, to 
use 5Z-326 transmission driven gear puller 
for removing the small time gear. This was 
not entirely satisfactory, and a special tool 
has been designed for removing the small 
time gear. The puller is illustrated in Fig. 318 
and the symbol number is 5Z-320. 

In the event that a supply of these pullers 
has not been secured, it is suggested that this 
item be included in the next order placed with 
the local branch. The price is $. 7 5, subject 
to regular dealer's discount. 

F(q. 818 
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Model T and Truck Wheels 

To eliminate confusion in handling and ordering passenger car and 
truck wheels, and parts, we have compiled the following chart showing the 
component parts of each wheel assembly. This chart should enable dealers to 
reduce the number of items carried in stock, since it will be noted that many of 
the wheels can be made up from parts which must always be kept on hand. 

WHEEL CHART-T -DEMOUNT ABLE 
Wheel 

Less Hub Hub Brake Hub 
Bolt Less Rim Hub Flange Drum 

2800-E 2803-B 2827 

2800 F 2803-B 2827 

2800-F 2803-B 2827 

*2800-H 2803-B 2827 

2800-K 2803-B 2827 

2800-L 2803-B 2827 

2800-E 2815-C 2827 

2800-F 2815-C 2827 

2800-F 2815-C 2827 

*2800-H 2815-C 2827 

*2800-H 2815-C 2827 

2818 

2818 

2818 

2818 

2826 

2826 

2826 

2826 

2826 

2826 

2825 

2825 

2825 

2825 

2818-B 2825 

2800-K 2815-C 2827-B 2818 2825 

2800-K 2815-C 2827 

2800-L 2815-C 2827 

2800-L 2815-C 2827 

Wheel 

Wheel 
Less Hub 

2800-D 

2814-D 

2814-D 

2814-D 

2818-B 2825 

2818 2825 

2818-B 2825 

Hub 

2803-B 

2803-B 

2815-C 

2815-C 

Hub 
Flange 

2827 

2827 

2827 

2827 

Wheel 
Hub 
Nut 

With Hub Rim 
Less Rim Bolt 

2825-B 2800-B 2847 

2825-B 2800-C 2847 

2825-B 2800-C 2847 

2825-B t2800-G 2847 

2825-B 2800-I 

2825-B 2800-J 

2847 

2847 

2825-B 2814-G 2847 

2825-B 2814-H 2847 

2825-B 2814-H 2847 

2825-B t2814-K 2847 

2825-B 2814-K2 284 7 

2825-B 2814-N 2847 

2825-B 2814-N2 2847 

2825-B 2814-P 2847 

2825-B 28!4-P2 284 7 

T-CLINCHER 
Brake 
Drum 

2818 

2818-B 

TRUCK WHEELS 

Hub 
Bolt 

2826 

2826 

2825 

2R2S 

Rim 
Rim Clamp Nut 

Wheel 
Complete 

2845 2846-B 2848-B 2801 

2845-C 2846-C 

2845-D 2846-D 2848 

2801-C1 

2801-C2 

2801-B 

2801-D 

2801-E 

2848 

2848 

2848 

2845-B 

2845-B 

2845-B 

2845 2846-B 2848-B 2814-E 

2845-C 2846-C 

2845-D 2846-D 2848 

2814-]1 

2814-]2 

2814-F 

2814-F2 

2814-L 

2814-L2 

2814-M 

2845-B 

2845-B 

2845-E 

2845-E 

2845-E 

2845-E 

Hub 
Nut 

2825-B 

2825-B 

2825-B 

2825-B 

Rim Rim Rim 

2848 

2848 

2848 

2848 

2848 

2848 

Complete 
Wheel 

2800 

2800-AJ 

2814-C 

2814-C2 

Less Hub Hub Brake 
Less Rim Hub Flange Drum 

Hub 
Bolt 

Hub 
Nut 

Wheel 
With Hub 
Less Rim Rim Flange Clamp Bolt 

Rim 
Nut 

1109-B 1111 1112 1113 1114 1114-B 1109 

1105-D llil 1112 1113 1114 1114-B 1105-JI ._.ll06-D 1106-E 1107-B 1108-B ll05-B 

1105-E 1111 1112 1113 1114 1114-B 1105-]2 

1105-K 1111 1112 1113 1114 1114-B 1105-J 

*Replaced by 2800-F. 
tReplaced by 2800-C. 
tReplaced by 2814-H. 

**Includes rim flange. 

1106-C 1108-B 1108-D 1105-C 

.. 1106-F 1106-G 1107-C 1108-C 1108- DllOS-H 
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Advertising Increases Battery Sales 

Fig. 81ii 

I\ GGRESSIVE dealers throughout the country are boosting their sales of 
fi batteries through newspaper and billboard advertising. 

The battery sign shown in Fig. 319 was erected by dealers in Pittsburgh, Pa., 
and is placed on one of the busiest thoroughfares in that city. That it is an 
effective means of acquainting the public with the exceptional value of the 
Ford battery is proved by the splendid increase in battery sales made by 
Pittsburgh dealers. 

Retailing at a price of $12.00, and equipped with two more plates than other 
batteries selling near its price, the Ford 13-plate battery represents the biggest 
battery value per dollar on the market-these are facts that the dealer must 
get before all Ford owners in order to secure a maximum volume of business. 
No dealer can afford to limit his profits to selling only the chance customer 
who applies at his counter. 

On page 133 of this issue of the Service Bulletin is shown a cut of a new 
battery banner which is available to dealers at cost price. This banner should 
be prominently displayed in the shop and in the parts department window. 

Money spent in battery sales promotion brings quick returns at this 
season of the year. 
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Increasing Service Sales Through 5% Commission 
Dealers in various parts of the country are 

reporting a decided increase in parts sales, 
accessory sales and service business generally, 
through the plan of personal solicitation of 
Ford owners by dealers' salesmen. In many 
cases, dealers find the plan of paying salesmen 
or service solicitors a commission of sc~, the 
most effective way of bringing in service work. 

The dealer's records generally indicate that 
he ts servtcing less than sor ~) of the Ford 
owners located in his community. So::neofthese 
Ford owners are having their repair work done 
by small shops, while others, having purchased 
their cars second-hand through some other 
source, are reluctant to patronize 
the authorized dealer. The sales- r--

1 Issued to 

Address 

Dealers who are vitally interested in build
ing up their Service Departments are bound 
to see the advantages of encouraging, not only 
their salesmen, but their entire organization. 
to devote their spare hours soliciting service in 
the community. The 5 r ~ commission paid to the 
sales \.\7orker is money \Vell expended, con
sidering the profits that will accrue to the 
dealer through the extra business secured, as 
well as the good will established through con
tact w·ith owners. On the other hand, the 
salesman is bound to secure many live pros
pects for car sales by getting in touch with 
present owners. 

man calling on this class of trade 
has a remarkable opportunity to 
establish a profitable service re
lationship between the owner and 
the dealer, this contact even
tually leading to the sale of 

Interested tn 

more cars. 

Generally speaking, the deal
er's voiume of service work has 
not kept pace with the cars sold 
in his community year after year. 
Therefore, the salesman's efforts 
should be devoted to soliciting 
those owners who have not been 
in the dealer's place of business 
for service for a period of 90 
days, or those with whom the 
deaier has never been in contact 
with. The first step for the 
dealers is to list in their service 
follow-up files the names of all 
Ford owners in their vicinity. 
A record can then be made, 
giving the names and addresses 
of all owners who do not come 
to the dealer regularly for ser
vice. Names from these iists 
are assigned each day to sales
men, with instructions to call 
upon the owners assigned to 
them. (In addition to the sales
men, many dealers encourage 
their entire organization to 
devote their spare hours solic
iting service.) 

On the following page, we have 
undertaken to show the relative 
profit returned by the dealer in 
servicing the Ford owner in his 
own shop as against having the 
work done by some local garage. 

Salesman 

Date 

E. L. James Motor Co. 
AUTHORIZED DEALER 

Benton 5262 2705-2715 East 15th St. 

~ 
PRODUCTS 

Quality Service 
Issued to 

Address 

Interested In 

Salesman 

We are an AUTHORIZED FORD DEALER. 
We use only GENUINE FORD PARTS. 

Our labor is GUARANTEED. 
Our mechanics are skilled in FORD REPAIR WORK only. 

We can supply every Ford necessity. 

To prevent any confusion as to who brought in a service job, 
the E. L. James 1\.fotor Co. distribute a quanti'ty of the above 
form to each of their employees who solicit service work 
under the profit sharing plan. 

When the salesrnan secures a service job fron1 a custorner, he 
fills out both halves of this form~~-the lower half is presented 
to the customer; the upper half is turned in to the dealer. In 
this way an accurate record is kept of each employee's sales. 

I 

II 
I 

I 
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An Analysis of the Dealer's Parts Business 
(l) If the dealer sells $1000.00 worth of parts to the garage, he has a gross profit of 

$150.00 or 25 per cent on his investment. 
(2) If the dealer sells $1000.00 worth of parts retail through his own shop, he has a 

gross profit of $400.00 or 66%% on his investment, with a difference of $250.00 in his favor. 
(3) And that is only part of it-the dealer will sell approximately $1000.00 worth of labor at 

the same time, with a gross profit of $600.00, if his shop is working on the 60-40 profit-sharingplan. 
For example, a $70.00 repair job vvorks out as follo\vs: 

Dealer's 
Percentage 

Labor $40.00 60 1 (, 

Parts 30.00 40~7( 

Dealer's 
Gross Profit 

$24.00 
12.00 

Mechanic's Percent· 
ag_t:_ of 40% on Labor 

$16.00 

Total Gross Profit ...... . . . . . . . $36.00 

( 4) When this same job is done by the 
garageman, the only profit made by the dealer 
is in the sale of parts, which amounts to $4.50 or 
15% differential on $30.00 worth of parts. In 
other words, the dealer loses $31.50 when the 
garageman handles the job, and his mechanic 
also loses an opportunity to earn $16.00. 

(5) If some member of the dealer's organi
zation brought in this job, his 5% com
mission would amount to $3.50, which, 
deducted from the gross profit of $36.00, still 
leaves the dealer ahead by $32.50. Isn't this 
profit worth while? And this is an actual 
happening: 

"A salesman by the name of Perry, 
working for a dealer in Philadelphia, 
brought in two service jobs the first day 
the plan was in force, amounting to 
$175.00, thereby making himself $8. 75. 
And the lady cashier sold a Tudor Sedan for 
this same dealer on the third day, making 
herself $27.25, which included S% on the 
accessories sold and installed on the car." 
( 6) A new customer has been added by 

this dealer's salesman (perhaps the porter or 
stenographer), and we want this customer to 
come in for his next job. So the dealer must 
have a real service follow-up file, and at the 
end of 60 days if the man has not been back, 
must advise the salesman who will be glad to 
call on the man for the simple reason that 
every time he comes in the salesman receives 
his 5%, and through this means the dealer is 
able to maintain a personal contact with all of 
his customers. The salesman obtains new car 
prospects from this satisfied owner, and 
furthermore is in touch with his customer 
when he is ready to buy a new car. And 
better still the garageman, who is acting as a 
selling agent for some of our competitors, has 
not been able to get in his work. 

(7) And wouldn't that be an easy used car 
to sell if we just took our card out of our ser
vice file and said to the prospective customer, 
for the used car, "Here is the complete history 

of this car, and I don't hesitate to guarantee it 
because I know it-just giance at the service 
record and you can see for yourself how the 
owner took care of it." 

(8) How about your shop profit? 
(9) What were your labor sales last 

month? How many mechanics did you have? 
(10) For instance, one dealer sold $1638.00 

worth of labor and employed 7 mechanics in 
the month of September. $1638.00 divided 
by $1.50 approximate hourly labor sales rate 
equals 1092 hours of labor sold. 

(11) These seven mechanics put in 1575 
hours of labor during the month, and as but 
1092 hours were sold-483 hours of labor were 
lost because of the staller or poor mechanic. 
If you will divide 483 by 1092, it gives you 
44% or in other words, he only needed about 
one-half as many men if they really vvorked. 

(12) The dealer's labor cost him $1212.00, 
and if we divide this by hours of labor sold, 
1092, we find that his labor actually cost him 
$1.11 per hour. 

(13) And here is what this same dealer did 
in October with the profit sharing plan work
ing (everyone selling everything), and the 
mechanic working on the 60-40 plan: 40% of 
the labor rate to the mechanic and 60% to the 
dealer. He sold $1755.00 in labor and paid to 
the mechanics $804.00. And he had four 
mechanics instead of seven with a profit of 
$951.00 from labor for October, as compared 
with $426.00 in September, a difference of 
$525.00 per month or $6300.00 per year. And 
his mechanics made an average of $201.00 per 
month in October, as compared with $173.00 
for September, and you must realize, the 
better the pay, the better the mechanics, with 
the result a better satisfied customer. 

(14) The profit sharing plan means more 
sales, more service and more profit to 
all. It 1s doing it for this dealer and many 
others. 

What About You??? 
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The Dissatisfied Customer 

Dissatisfied customers are a standing danger 
to any business but the danger is more potent 
when dissatisfaction creeps in to the service 
department of an automobile dealer; unfor
tunately bad service and improper treatment 
causes this trouble for the most part. 

The advertising of Ford service wiii interest 
customers and bring them to your doors but all 
the advertising in the world will not keep them 
there if they come into contact with methods 
and receive treatment which antagonize them. 
Good service if supplemented by bad manage
ment will soon become bad service and this 
represents an invitation to failure. 

The success of the up to date Ford dealer is 
dependent, for the most part, on harmonious 
co-operation between all departments. And 
too much care cannot be exercised by dealers 
in the selection of a personnel to satisfactorily 
fill the various positions requiring contact 
with the customer. 

Thoughtless and incompetent employees are 
frequently the cause of dissatisfied customers, 
and these employees may be classified in tvvo 
groups-those who are thoughtless as a result 
of incompetence and those who are incompe
tent as a result of thoughtlessness. One is 
equally as bad as the other from the service 
managers' point of view. 

The best mechanic is no more profitable 
than the worst if by his manner and general 
bearing towards customers he drives them 
away to some other source of service. Cour
tesy and a high sense of duty go a long way in 
cementing friendly relations between patrons 
and dealers and when coupled with a keen 
service policy will insure the success of any 
service department. 

A Truism 
"When your service approaches 1 00%, 

your sales will have passed that figure." 

An Addition to Fleet Owner List 
"The Red Top Malt Company, with head

quarters at Cincinnati, Ohio, have recently 
qualified as Fleet Owners, and are entitled to 
the corresponding discounts on parts pur
chased through our dealer organization." 

Check up appearance of your repai1· parts 
department. Bear in mind that this is a 
"sales" department and not merely a "stock" 
department. 

Dealer's Battery Ad Increases Sales 

In Fig. 320 is shown a well written battery 
ad which one of our dealers is running m 
local newspapers. 

That it is an effective business getter is 
proved by the splendid volume of battery 
sales made by this dealer. 

13 
Plate ¥ 

GENUINE~~ BATTERY 

Reduced to 412 
~1ore battery,le!!i money! What better rcasoncoutd 
there be for buying a genuine Ford Battery? 

Only Ford quantity manufacture could produce this 
1upcr~power battery to sell at 5uch a price. And only 
authorized Ford dealers sell it. 

The Ford battery is made for starting and lighting 
che Ford car. It is made to perform these services 
day in and day our, year after year, and at the lowest 
po!Uiible cm.t. Thirteen plates, 6 'I;"Oits, t-10 amper-e 
hours, in a hard rubber case for $12.00. It is backed 
by r-eliable battery inspection service. 

Genuine Ford products give Genuine Ford service. 

~~il11 
_______________ j 

Fig. 320 

Make certain that every job done in your 
shop is satisfactory before it is permitted to 
get into the hands of a customer. 

By working in co-operation with the Used 
Car Department, the service manager can 
sometimes sell an overhaul job when the 
owner finally decides that the terms of the 
trade are unattractive. This not only brings 
work to the service department, but prevents 
the owner from shopping around for another 
make of car. 
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Battery Banner 

NF.W ..... - .... PRICE - _ ...... ....._,..<_ I I 
ON GENUINE 13·PLATE 

~~BATTERIES 
FITS' 80 PER CENT. Of' 

ALL CARS 

IDEAL RADIO "A'' 
BATTERY 

O RUBBER CASE· 6 VOLT 
ASK ABOUT OUR 

EXCHANGE PRICE 

Printed in ttoa colors on cloth-size 28:~60. nrire .c;o cents each. net. 
at nearest F~;d b~a~;h --- - - -··· , . 

Here's a battery banner which has helped 
boost battery sales when properly displayed 
in the parts department and in the shop. 

To familiarize everyone with present Ford 
battery value, many dealers in addition to dis
playing the banner, have run ads in their local 

newspapers announcing the new price of the 
battery. 

This is information that the dealer must get 
before every car owner in his community in 
order to secur·e a maximum volume of battery 
business. 

Free Battery Charge Plan Attracts Trade 
Several dealers have reported that they 

have been successful in increasing battery 
sales through the following plan : 

The dealer's service salesmen are given a 
number of cards entitlinl! the bearer to one 
free battery charge. After interviewing the 
prospect on the sale of parts, labor, etc., he 
inquires whether he has a radio, and, if so, 
where the battery is charged. In any case, he 

Discontinue Supplying Mixing 
Chambers 

The list price of carburetors has been 
reduced to such a low figure that we no 
longer consider it advisable for dealers 
to attempt rEpairing carburetors when it 
is necessary to replace the mixing chamber. 
For this reason, when presEnt stocks of 

hands the prospect a card which offers him a 
free charge at the Ford dealer's service sta
tion. Invariably the customer takes advan
tage of this free charge idea. He brings his 
battery in and the dealer rents him a battery. 
The dealer loses nothing on the free charg-e, 
but gains a new customer for Ford battery 
work, or eventually sells the customer a new 
battery. 

m1xmg chambers are exhausted, we will 
discontinue supplying this part. 

Correction 
The Wheel Chart shown on page 128 of the 

January 1st Ford Service Bulletin should be 
changed so that the 5th and 6th items of the 
chart shows Rim 2845 -E being used in making 
up the complete wheel instead of Rim 2845-B. 
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Test Proves Under-Inflation Causes Fast Tread Wear 

Fiy .. J2fi!-1'1Wl'ERLY JNFLA TEJJ 

These balloon tires were run 4000 miles on 
the front wheels of the same car over good 
paved roads under identical operating condi
tions-except that the two tires on the left 
were inflated to the recommended pressure 

Fiy. sr¥3-FOUR POUNDS UNDER-INFLATt.·D 

while the two to the right were run with four 
pounds less pressure. 

Note the difference in tread wear directly 
due to a difference of only four pounds in 
pressure. 

Under-Inflation Also Causes Fabric Breaks 

The air in a tire is intended to act as a 
cushion-to absorb countless jolts and to 
carry the car smoothly and quietly over the 
road. 

If the air cushion is too hard, the car rides 
uncomfortably. But if it is too soft, on 
account of under-inflation, the more severe 
jolts or "road shocks" will be transmitted 
directly to the wheel, with only the sidewalls 
of the tire between the obstacle and the rim 
to absorb the blow. 

The tire is only intended to be a container 
for the air cushion. It is purposely made 
flexible. Consequently when the air cushion 
is inadequate to stand the force of the blow, 
the tire is crushed between the rim and the 
obstacle and fabric breaks result. 

The tire perhaps didn't go flat at once, 
because the tube was not damaged. But 
finally the flexing of the tire caused the tube to 
work into the fabric break until it was chafed 
through and the tire slowly became flat. 

There is often no mark on the outside of 
the tire. The layer of protective rubber on 
the tread and sidewalls is so tough that it 
rarely shows marks of the numerous blows 
received. 

Fabric breaks occur in many different ways. 
Sometimes they result from hitting the curb 
in parking and pinching the tire against the 
curb as shown in Fig. 327. When this hap
pens, the sidewall of the tire caught between 
the rim and the curb is likely to be injured in 
the same way as the tire shown in Fig. 326. 
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Fig . .'321;-Fndcr-bdiatl'(i Tire 

Figure 324 shows a tire that is under-inflated. 
It looks full and round-especially when stand
ing still-but the air gauge showed that the 
pressure was 10 lbs. too low. 

Differences in the size and shape of an 
obstacle, the speed of the car and the angle 
from which the blow is received by the tire, as 
well as the pressure in the tire, are responsible 
for the varied forms which bruises take. 

When a tire goes flat, stop at once and have 
the tire changed (balloon tires can be ruined 
completely by being run flat for only a few 
blocks). The damage should be repaired by a 
good repairman, thus enabling the tire to give 
its full mileage. Running a tire with a "boot" 
or ten1porary repair for any length of time 

Fig. 326-- The Result-Broken Cords 

And here's what happened to the tire. The 
cords between the rim and the pavement took the 
full force of the blow and were torn and broken 
on the inside. 

FifJ. ,JQ5--Crus!ted Aaainst ll-inr by Road Shock 

Here's what happened when the under-inflated 
tire hit something when going at a fair rate of 
speed. The air cushion was too soft to absorb the 
blow, and so-when the shock was received the 
tire was crushed flat. 

is likely to permanently damage the tire. 
Proper inflation, constantly maintained, is 

the best protection against fabric breaks and 
fast tread wear. 

Therefore: Check the inflation in your 
tires once a week. 

Use a reliable balloon tire 
gauge. 

Don't let the pressure drop 
more than 3 pounds below 
the proper figure. 

Fig .. Jf!7-Tire Pinched Against CurD 

An under-inflated tire pinched against the curb 
is a common cause of fabric breaks. 

I 

II 

I 

II 
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And the Parts Installed Are Sold 

at List Price 

Charles E. Taylor, Ford dealer at Buffalo, N. Y., does not believe m waiting 

for business to come to him- he believes in going after the business. 

His plan of grouping certain labor operations and performing them at an 

attractive price has proved unusually successful in bringing more service work 

into the shop. 

Figs. 328 and 329 shows the card and letter which Mr. Taylor forwards to all 

Ford owners in his community, describing his special offer. 

CARS TRUCKS- TRACTORS SALES $ E R VIC t: PARTS 

CHARLES E. TAYLOR 
1oo6 BAILEY AT KENSINGTON 

PHONE. CR ESCE"NT h4or• 

BUFFALO, N.Y. 

Mr. Ford Owner. Dcar Sir:-

We a.nrource a r-_ow addition t) :"1-:Jr alread.:; ·.•,·ell 
kr.cwn service. which we will list aa the ':B.,';llor Ford Special. 
This special puts your Ford in ftret class rur.rdng ccr_dition 
and assures you of pep, speed. power. at a tirne 'Nher_ ycu r_eed 
it tho most and expect the utmost. 

All this for $8.50, and guaranteed; 

Motor- ignition- wheels - steerir.g - frcr:: BJ".d 
rear syst.cm; - remove cylinder head - scrape ~arbon - gri~d 
valves - reface valve seats - reface valves - ream valve 
guides - new head gasket - remove timer and clean - replace 
coil pointe - adjust carburetor - clean sedime~t bulb - grease 
rear ond - tighten rear wheels - grease fror..t wheels - adjust 
front bearings - line up wheels - adjust vibrators - clean 
radiator - new hose where needed - motor tuned up - examine 
magneto plug - adjust bands - tighten steerii'_g - grease car 
all over - oil car all over - tighten all nuts and bel ta4 

A mighty big job, and all thjs work i~r~lndi~fj 

parts for $8450. We absolu~eJy guarantee to do evers ite.'!'l 
and s'how to our neighborhood Ford own<=:rs ":hat: a realls• up-tc-
the-minutc. nuthorizcd sales and service station equjpped in 
modern appliances for efficiency is right at sour door. 

W0 will drain your crankcase and refill wit~ 
fresh oil for $.85 

Also. if you are considering the purchase of a 
now Fcrd you will bo interested in our special 12, 14 and 16 
months payrr11:mt plan. This method requires a down payment of 
onl.Y 30~. We would likely be ablo to allow sou er.ough for 
your old car to cover the down payment and the installments 
on a nGw car will coat no more than the repair bills on _your 
old one. 

Fig .. 11!8 

Don't Gamble On Service ................•••••.....••.• 
Use the TAYLOR SPECIAL 

SERVICE PLAN Flat Rate 

$2.00 SPECIAL 
1. Flush Radiator. 
2. Clean and Oil Timer. 

22 J. Clean and Adjust Spark PI ugs. 
4. Adjust Coils. 
5. Adjust Transmission Bands. 
i. Fl h Crankcas 
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7. Cl .__,.,_._~ 

8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

Just Ask for Our ''Two DolL:u
Service Special" and These 22 
Service Operations Will be Per
formed at a Total Cost of $2.00. 
(Parts and Crankcase Oil extra.) 

Ours is one of the largest~ lightest, clean~st, 

most modern, and best equipped Ford Service 
Stations in the entire United States. .............................. 

CHARLES E. TAYLOR 
Bailey Ave,, at Kensington 

Crescent 6400 
.............................. 
Authorized Ford Sales and Service 

• 
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A Suggestion for the Parts Display 
Window 

This group of parts makes an unusually attractive show window. 

No.3 

The display is entirely of Ford parts and accessories items which every 
dealer carries in stock and for which there is an every day demand. 

Too often dealers destroy the sales value of their parts window by featuring 
non-essential accessories-knick-knacks which do not appeal to the average 
owner and consequently have but little sales value. 

Ford accessories are quality articles-they are designed especially for the 
Ford car and sell at reasonable prices. In selling them, the dealer renders a real 
service to his customer-one in which both he and the customer share a mutual 
interest. 
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Same Float Setting Used 
in Vaporizer 

Fig . .J.Jl 

The same float setting is used in the present 
design vaporizer as is used in the old style 
carburetor, that is, the float is set so that the 
distance from the top of the float to the 
machined flange on the mixing chamber mea
sures exactly Y.i inch. (See Fig. 331.) 

T -17130-AR Door Lock Grip 
Discontinued 

T -1 7130-AR door lock grip and ferrule 
assembly will no longer be furnished after 
present stocks are exhausted. 

The T-17130-BR door lock grip and ferrule 
assembly can be used in place of the AR. 
In cases where the owner objects to having 
one type of door lock grip on one side and 
another on the other, two of the "BR" parts 
should be supplied. The list price of two of 
the T-17130-BR is less than the list price of 
one T 17130-AR. 

Tractor Pistons .010 Oversize With 
Corresponding Rings Now 

Available for Service 
According to inquirjes received, some of 

our dealers are not familiar with the fact that 
a stock of .010 oversize pistons with corre
sponding rings is maintained at all Branches 
for replacement purposes. 

Engineering Changes 

Fig. :).J! 

Hereafter the transmission brake drul'1 
assembly T-3311-750-AR, will be shipped out 
with lug shoes part 3312-7 54 installed on the 
driving lugs in the drum. 

The screw circle diameter of the brake 
drum and also of the driving plate (part 
3321-749-AR) has been reduced from 6ht to 
6.685" 

6.689. (See Fig. 332.) This change will make it 
necessary when assembling an old style driving 
plate to the present design brake drum with 
the smaller screw circle diameter, to file the 
bolt holes in the driving plate so they will line 
up accurately with the holes in the drum. Fig. 
333 shows how the bolt holes should be filed. 

A wall ""inch thick by }I inch wide has been 
placed between the second and third cylin
ders in the cylinder block. This prevents any 
possibility of dirt getting into the valve cage. 

When installing anew cylinder block in a car 
which is equipped with the old design carbu
retor, it will be necessary to drill a hole 
in this wall sufficiently large to allow the car
buretor pull rod to go between the cylinders. 
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Destroy Second Hand Parts 
One of the unfortunate -conditions which 

has crept into the motor car business is the 
salvaging and resale of second hand parts. 
This practice is the natural outgrowth of 
attempts at recovering some value to offset 
the allowance made for cars unfit for further 
service. 

Material of this character is generally 
sold for a fraction of its original price, but 
in buying it, the owner runs the risk of loss 
of life and property. For a small questionable 
profit, no Ford dealer can afford to jeopardize 
the future of his business by trafficking in 
used parts. Business success depends upon 
public confidence and if that confidence is 
destroyed by the sale or substitution of \Vorn 
or damaged parts, the dealer loses his most 
valuable business asset. 

For your own profit and protection, break 
up or deface any used parts which you 
accumulate in performing service work. This 
not only prevents such material eventually 
finding its way back into the Ford car, but 
it prevents your losing the sale on corres
ponding ne\V parts. 

Wheel Exchanges on New Cars 
When purchasing closed cars, customers 

desiring to replace wire wheels with wood 
wheels, in either black or natural wood finish, 
should be accommodated without additional 
charge. Dealers will recover the expense of 
tnaking the change through the difference in 
price applying on wire and wood wheels. 

In the event customers desire to replace 
the standard black wire wheels with colored 
wire wheels, the dealer is justified in making 
an additional charge of $10.00 to cover labor, 
freight, etc., incidental to making the change. 

New Prices on Service Tools 
Here are four tools which are necessary to 

properly perform the operations for which 
they were designed: 

5Z-197 Rear spring perch open end wrench 
5Z-248 Rear axle nut wrench 
5Z-320 Small time gear puller 
5Z-591 Rear axle nut wrench (truck) 

So that all dealers will make these tools a 
part of their regular service equipment, we 
have reduced the list price as follows: 

5Z-197 reduced from $1.00 to $0.65 
5Z-248 reduced from 1.25 to .90 
5Z-320 reduced from . 75 to .65 
5Z-591 reduced from 1.50 to 1.10 

The above are list prices and are subject to 
the dealer's regular discount. 

Service 

For the Convenience oi 
FORD MOTORISTS 

The Forrl nwnP.r mtcrc-sted m r:;etting the utmost 
in dcpendab1hty e~.nd economy from his c<~r, truck 
or tractor will make it a practice to drive into 
our Authonzed Ford ServJce StaTion. Come regu. 
lady for Ford in:'>pcction mstead of allowing 
troubles to develop through nr:!glect. 
As <'In Authorizffi Ford Dealer we guarantfle 
the work of our Ford-trained mechanics, and 
the quality of the genume Ford parts used. Prices 
are low, ~nd standardized-service near at hand. 

Our reputation and that of the Ford Motor Com
pany ;:~r~:_~ bP.hind thA .c::~rvir:n wf"l nmd~r to For 1 
owners. 

A. H. S:mith Con 
Come to Us For 

RELIABLE 

~~~ 
SERVICE 

Fiq. 831, 

The A. H. Smith Co., of Zionsville, Indiana, 
believe in telling car owners of the advantages 
which their service offers. 

Fig. 334 shows a copy of the service ad 
which they run in local newspapers-~it's un
usually effective and it tends to distinguish 
in owners' minds the difference between 
ordinary repair work and Authorized Ford 
Service. 

Many car owners know nothing of the 
superior service which your shop offers from 
a standpoint of equipment, workmanship 
and standardized labor charges. Why not get 
this information before every car owner in 
your community? It means more service 
work for your shop and more profits. 
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The Ford Vaporizer--Power, Pep and More Profit 

Mil qiFe l{Ortr t>ar-
MORE POWEll 
SMOOIYER OPERAmJN 
LESSc.umoN 
ll'ICilEA.R:O MILEAGE 

-/1 Trial Will COOVlnce 1tiU 
price f9·flE 

Fig .. JJ.:J 

The successful principle of carburetion used in the Ford vaporizer is a won
derful improvement over the old style carburetor and manifold. 

Smoother operation, more power and a gasoline economy feature which 
makes it pay for itself in a very short time are some of the outstanding advan
tages of the vaporizer-advantages which must be brought to the attention of 
every Ford owner in order to secure a maximum volume of vaporizer sales. 

Advertising in local newspapers, proper window displays and circularizing car 
owners are the most effective ways of getting this message across. 

This is a wonderful opportunity to build up profits get behind it and watch 
sales climb. 
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Dealers' Ad Boosts Vaporizer Sales 
Fig. 336 shows a well written vaporizer ad 

which one of our dealers is running in local 
newspapers. 

This is information that the dealer must 
!=:et before every Ford owner in order to se
cure a maximum volume of vaporizer sales. 

Service Tips 

If you are not servicing a large percentage 
of the Ford cars in your community why not 
try the approved plan of paying your sales
men and employees a commission of 5(, 
on all service work they bring into your shop? 
After putting this plan into effect one 
employee working on the dealer's service 
floor sold 17 vaporizers in one week. 

Feature a periodical tune-up and inspec
tion service. This will go a long way toward 
making your shop maintenance headquarters 
for Ford owners. 

See that your place of business is listed in 
the telephone book under the name of the 
car you sell. This will often direct business 
to your place which would otherwise go 
elsewhere. 

Instruct Owners to Keep Tractor 
Rear Wheel Bushing Bolts Tight 

When delivering a new tractor, the owner 
should be instructed to tighten the rear 
wheel bushing bolts each day, until all 
possible play has been taken up and the 
bolts find their permanent bearing seats -
this usually requires about a week. 

If the bolts are not tightened daily until all 
play has been taken up, there is a possibility 
of them shearing off, or the threads in the 
wheel becoming stripped. 

Installing Demountable Rims 

When installing a demountable rim on a 
wheel, be sure that the bead on the rim is just 
flush with the edge of the felloe all the way 
around. If the bead and felloe are not even, 
the wheel will have the appearance of wab
bling. The lugs should always be drawn up 
evenly by giving each nut a few turns at a 
time. Do not tighten one lug before drawing 
up on the others. 

,i I 

The New 

HOT PLATE 

VAPORIZER 

Will give you 

More Miles 
per Gallon 

More Power 

Smoother 
Operation 

Less Carbon 

Easier Starting 

Less Crankcase 
Dilution 

Bring in your' 
f"ord today and 
let us put one on 

lnsiallatiun Exira 

Fig. -!Sii 
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Testing and Adjusting the Coil Units 
Better Results Obtained With a Motor Driven Stand 

To accurately test and adjust the coil units, 
best results will be obtained with a motor 
driven coil unit test stand. The advantage 
of a motor driven outfit is that it maintains 
a constant voltage and a uniform speed, thus 
insuring all four coil units being set to 1.3 
amperes at exactly the same voltage. 

With a hand operated outfit it is practically 
impossible to turn the crank at exactly the 
same speed while adjusting and testing all 
four coil units, and if the speed varies then, 
of course, the voltage also varies and results 
in uneven adjustments. 

A motor driven outfit supplies constant 
speed and voltage--it duplicates the condi
tions under which the coil units must operate 
in the car. 

Inspecting and Adjusting the 
Coil Units 

To adjust the coil units, first inspect the 
tungsten points on both the vibrator and 
bridge. If the points are badly pitted or 
burned, a new vibrator and bridge should be 
instailed. If the points are only slightly 
pitted, they can be removed and dressed 
down with an oil stone. 

c 

When installing a new vibrator and bridge. 
it is very important that a uniform clearance 
of approximately .005 inch be maintained he
tween the cushion spring and vibrator bridge 
(see "A" Fig. 337). This clearance should ex
tend the full length of the cushion spring. 

With the vibrator and bridge held open, 
adjust the gap between the tungsten points to 
3~ inch as shown at "B." The adjustment is 
obtained by loosening the lock nut and tight
ening or loosening adjusting nut "C." The 
tungsten points should meet squarely when 
they come together. See that the four lock 
nuts on top of the coil units are drawn down 
tightly. 

Place the coil unit in the coil tester and 
start the motor on the machine, then adjust 
the vibrator tension until the ammeter hand 
registers 1.3 amperes. A uniform reading of 
1.3 amperes should be obtained on all four 
coil units. To increase the amperage, lightly 
tap outer edge of vibrator bridge with a small 
hammer as shown in Fig. 338. To lower the 
amperage, slightly pry up the outer edge of 
the bridge. A screw driver can be used for 
this purpose l.see Fig. 339). 
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Fiy .. J38 

When a coil unit is correctly adjusted, it will 
show one good spark at each of the 16 points 
around the ring with the ammeter hand on 
the stand registering 1.3 amperes. If more 
than one spark occurs at any of the sixteen 
points, it indicates that the cushion spring 
is not working freely. This can be corrected 
by lightly tapping the vibrator on the cushion 
spring rivet. 

If only a very weak spark, or no spark at 
all shows on the test ring of the stand after 
dressing down or installing new points and 
adjusting the coil unit as previously described, 
the trouble is in the inside of the coil and it is 
less expensive to install a new unit than 
to attempt to take the old one apart and 
repair it. 

Fig. 339 
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Vaporizer Fittings Should be Carried in Stock 
As different style vaporizer fittings are used on different type cars, it is necessary when 

ordering vaporizers complete with fittings (part 6250-2201-S) to specify the types of cars 
on which they are to be used in order to insure the correct parts being sent. 

To simplify this matter we suggest that dealers carry in stock a supply of the vaporizer 
fittings listed below, which will take care of all type cars. By carrying a complete line of 
fittings in stock, it will only be necessary for dealers to order the vaporizer. less the fittings, 
as they can then supply the necessary fittings out of their own stocks. 

6297 2213R 
6297B-2239 
6297C 3198 

Vaporizer Fittings for All Type Cars 

Steering Post Throttle Lever 

6298 2225 
6299 2223 
6300-2248 
6302B1-8797F 
6302B2-TT8797B 
6303-2206 
6304-2238 
4129Dl-6103AR 
41 29D2-6103B 
4129G-6124AR 
4129H-6123B 
41291 6124B 
4129J-6128AR 
41 29K-6130AR 
4131-6114 
2909A2 -1364BR 
2909F2-1373BR 
6295-2208 
4431B-2000B 
3063 513 
4591-6616 

Steering Post Throttle Lever Bolt 
Steering Post Throttle Lever Bolt Nul 
Pull Rod (cars prior to 1926 TT Chassis 1926 27) 
Pull Rod (Road., T. C., Cp., Tudor 1926 27) 
Pull Rod (Forclor, T Chassis 1926-27) 
Choke Rod 
Choke Rod 
Aclj. Rod Collar 
Adj. Rod Collar Set Screw 
Adj. Rod (T and TT Chassis 1926) 
Adj. Rod (T and TT Chassis 1926 27) 
Adj. Rod (Open Cab 1926) 
Ad]. Rod (Cp., Tudor, Closed Cab 1926-27) 
Adj. Rod (Road., T. C., Fordor 1926-27) 
Adj. Rod (Cp., Tudor, Fordor prior to 1926) 
Adj. Rod (Road., T. C., prior to 1926) 
Adj. Rod Sleeve 
Gas Feed Pipe (T and TT Chassis, Fordor 1926) 
Gas Feed Pipe (Road., T. C., Cp., Tudor 1926) 
Gasoline Inlet Elbow (Cars prior to 1926) 
Priming Rod 
Inlet and Exhaust Manifold Gaskets 
Choke Rod Sleeve 

The Vaporizer, Less Fittings (Part 62508-2245) consists of: 

6251-512D 
6254-2202 
6253-2210 
6255-2237 
6272B-2215 

Intake Manifold 
Mixing Chamhf'"r Assy. 
Mixing Chamber to Intake Manifold Gasket 
:Mixing Chamber to Intake Manifold Screw 
Exhaust Manifold and Cover Assembly 

By purchasing the vaporizer parts knock down, the dealer effects a saving as compared 
with the price of the complete assembly. 

Hinge Pin, Part 2877, Used Only on Kelsey Rims 
In the January 1st issue of the Wholesale Parts Price List is listed 2877 Demountable 

Rim Hinge Pin, factory l..Jo. 8646. This hinge pin is used only on 1'\..elsey rims. nowever, 
we have received so many orders for these pins that we believe dealers are ordering them 
without regard as to whether or not there is any actual demand for them. In some instances 
orders have been received from dealers located in territories where Kelsey rims have never 
been med. 

When new items are inserted in the Parts Lists, the dealer's stock men should first make 
sure they will have use for such articles before placing orders. 
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Pyroxylin Finish Opens Up Profitable Field 

Fig. 340 

REFINISHING cars in Pyroxylin opens a new source of revenue for dealers. 
- - Applied to used cars, it gives new car appearance, making it easier to interest prospec
tive purchasers and to sell such cars at a substantial profit. 

From a Service standpoint it means extra profits from the refinishing of owners' cars. 
Owners who have more or less neglected the appearance of their cars during winter months, 

and commercial houses who know the advertising value of keeping their cars looking spick 
and span are excellent prospects for this new service. 

Here are a few points which should be stressed in going after this business: 
New car appearance at low cost-Owners can renew the finish of their cars at a price 

almost anyone can afford. 
Cars not tied up for long periods-New equipment and special process makes it possible 

to completely refinish a car in 24 hours. 
Pyroxylin an ideal finish-It's more durable than paint and maintains its glossy 

appearance indefinitely. There's a variety of colors to choose from. 
Advertising in local newspapers, proper window displays and circularizing Ford owners 

are the most effective ways of getting this information before the public. 
Make your place headquarters for Pyroxylin 

finish-it means extra profits for you 
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Ford Ammonium Sulphate 
(Fertilizer) 

Fig. 841 

We are now prepared to offer a high nitro
gen fertilizer in ten pound cloth bags, packed 
especially for householders, for use on lawns, 
small gardens, trees and shrubs. 

This is the season of the year when the 
demand for fertilizer is at its peak, and by 
prominently displaying this product you can 
dispose of a considerable quantity. 

Our price to dealers is 60 cents per ten
pound sack, f. o. b. Branch, less usual parts 
discount. Orders can be placed in 100 pound 
lots or in any amount up to carload quantities. 

To further assist sales we are having printed 
a four color window display card, also folders 
for general distribution. These will be placed 
in the hands of dealers as promptly as possible. 

Fordson Piston Ring Gap 
Fordson piston rings are fitted in the cyl

inder with a gap (clearance between the ends 
of the rings) of from .008 to .015" for all 
three rings. 

The fit of the rings in the piston ring grooves 
is from .0005 to .002". 

A Good Truck Service Letter 

The "No Delay" truck service plan adopted 
by the Pate Auto Co., of Jackson, Miss., has 
proved unusually popular with commercial 
owners. Incidentally it has helped this dealer 
to build up a very satisfactory volume of 
truck service work. 

The following letter describing their plan 
is mailed to every Ford truckownerinJackson: 

W. T. PATE AUTO COMPANY 
JACKSON. MISS. 

Dear Sir:-
Wheu your truck breaks down during the rush 

()! a busy day, your deliveries must go on just 
the same. 

To assi.1·t you in such a crisis, we have a cour
tesy truck for your use while your truck is being 
repaired. 

Our courtesy truck is kept in first-class condi· 
tion, with good tires, and is sent out full of gas
oline and oil. To cover the expense of fuel and 
upkeep on this truck, we make a charge of one 
dollar an hour. 

This truck is not rented except in replacement 
of a truck that is being repaired in our own shop. 

The Pate Auto Company now offers night re
pair service to commercial users. Send us your 
job after the da~· 's work is over, and we will hm•e 
the car or truck finished-ready for work 1he 
following morning. 

We trust the courtesy truck and night service 
will benPfit the commercia/users of Jackson, and 
is established by us as a continuance of our 
policy.-"COMPLETE SERVICE FOR FORD 
OWNERS." 

Ford Headquarters 
W. T. PATE AUTO COMP.1.NY 

Truck Department 

Hinge Bending lron-$2.15 Net 

... ,, 

Fig. 342 

This serviceable hinge bending iron will 
prove a time saver in the shop when adjusting 
body door hinges and lining up doors. 

Orders for the tool should be placed with 
the nearest Ford Branch who will arrange for 
shipment direct from the manufacturer, on a 
C. 0. D. basis. 
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Windshield Wings-Gypsy Curtains-Dust Hoods 
Three Accessories That Will Help You Earn Extra Profits This Spring 

Fig. 3~3 

Featuring articles which have a seasonal appeal is a good way to stimulate accessory sales. 
With the arrival of spring, open car accessories such as windshield wings, gypsy curtains 

and dust hoods should be prominently displayed-these are fast spring sellers that will help 
you earn extra profits. 

To display this material to the best advantage, a roadster with this equipment assembled 
should be placed in a prominent position on the showroom floor where it can be easily seen 
from the street. The smart appearance of the car dressed up in this way emphasizes the attrac
tiveness of these accessories and creates a display that appeals particularly to open car owners 
and prospective buyers. 

To help you get a bigger volume of this business, we have established unusually low prices 
on these items: 

3251BRX Windshield wing assembly-right.......... . ............. $2.50 
3252BRX Windshield wing assembly-left............... . . . . . . . . . 2.50 

41097SX Gypsy curtain-front-right (Runabout and Touring). . . . 1.10 
41098SX Gypsy curtain-front-left (Runabout and Touring)... . . . . . . . . 1.10 
41114AX Dust hood-Touring....................................... 4.00 
41077AX Dust hood-Runabout................................. 4.00 
3320SX Automatic windshield wiper ................................ 2.00 

The above are list prices, subject to the dealer's regular parts discount. 
This is a wonderful opportunity to build up 
spring profits - don't fail to cash in on it 
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Dealers' Ads Boost Pyroxylin and Accessory Sales 
Wide-awake dealers are finding newspaper ads and window displays effective in boosting 

their spring business. 
Here are two ads that have a strong seasonal appeal to many owners. 

That satin-like finish that you have adm:red on the 
new Ford cars, can now be put on your old cne. 

We have installed complete equi:r;ment for Pyrox
ylin finishing. \'Ale have trained operators. Our 
prices are surprisingly low and your car need not 
be out of service more than a day. 

Pyroxylin is an ideal finish, it keeps its original 
luster indefinitely. It fills the pores of the metal 
and forms a seal that neither rain, snow, ice, soaps 
nor polishes can affect. 

Come in and let us quote you on the low cost of 
giving your car this permanent beauty now. There 
is a variety of colors to choose from. 

Henderson & Lathrop, Inc. 
Auburn, N.Y. 

Authorized~~ Dealers 

CARS·TRUCKS· TRACTORS 

Fig.SH 

Genuine Ford Parts Assure 
Customer Satisfaction 

When an owner experiences trouble with 
his car due to the failure of an imitation part, 
he seldom blames the manufacturer of such 
material- he blames the dealer or garage 
who sold him such goods. As a result, 
their business, which is dependent solely upon 
local trade, sustains a permanent loss, while 
the manufacturer of the counterfeit parts 
simply transfers his selling efforts to some 
other locality where his goods are unknown. 

TOURING TIME 
Demands These Comforts 

Gypsy Curtains - These 
trim wind breakers will add 
a da~ h of smartness and a 
wealth of comfort to your 
cpen car. They can be put 
on and taken off in a few 
seconds and are easy to 
stow away. 

$2.20 per pair 

Dust Hoods lend the final 
touch of distinction to the 
touring car and roadster. 
And they serve the very 
practical purpose, too, of 
keeping the top clean, dry 
and protected from the sun, 
while it io folded down. If 
you like to drive "under the 
sky'' you should have th:iB 
dust hood. 

$4.00 /or either 
Roadster or Touring 

Windshield Wings give you all the luxury of open car 
driving without the swirling drafts that women drivers 
and passengers particularly object to. And they certainly 
do dress up the ('ar 

$5.00 per pair 

These are all genuine Ford accessories, and we 
have many others that you will be interested in 
this time of year. Come in and see them. 

Henderson & Lathrop, Inc. 
Auburn, N.Y. 

~ I Authorized V /(!~ Dealers 

CARS·TRUCKS·TRACTORS 

Fig. 345 

Correction 
In the ~1arch 1st, 1927, issue of "Schedule 

of Repair Charges," the price of operation 
260-A "Remove Fender or Running Board 
and straighten (improved cars)" should be 
$2.50 instead of $2.00 

Please make this correction in your Sched
ule of Repair Charges. 
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Pyroxylin Spray Equipment 

Fig. 346 

A good paint shop layout, suitable equipment and a thorough knowledge of how the 
equipment is used, are the principal requirements for satisfactorily refinishing cars. 

In the August, 1926, issue of the Service Bulletin detailed instructions were given on 
how to prepare a car for refinishing and how the various refinishing operations were per
formed. This article will Ideal with the correct method of using the spraying equipment and 
the conditions which must be observed in order to secure a satisfactory job. 

Selecting the Equipment 
In the selection of pyroxylin spray equip

ment, the following points should be carefully 
considered : 

(a) Efficiency and operating cost. 
(b) Quality of work which can be 

performed with the equipment. 
(c) Adaptability for all classes of 

refinishing, including touch-up 
work. 

(d) Price. 

Instructions for Using 
KRW-Milburn Spray Gun 

Equipment 
The first step in installing the KR\XJ

Milburn spraying equipment is to mount the 
air purifier on the wall. (See "A," Fig. 346.) A 
pipe line is then run from the air compressor 
outlet "B" to the inlet connection "C" on the 
air purifier. (To eliminate any possibility of 
fire hazard, the motor driven air compressor 
must not be placed in the paint room.) 

After completing the pipe connections, 
connect the hose line, which is furnished with 
the unit, to the air regulator "D." 

Next start the air compressor and keep it 
running until the air storage tank nearly 
reaches its maximum capacity. Before start
ing to spray, it is always advisable to see that 
the air storage tank is filled with air, as in 
many cases the spray gun uses up the air 
faster than the compressor replaces it in the 
tank. For this reason when using the gun 
for long periods, the operator should be careful 
that the air does not drop below the recom
mended pressure of 40 pounds. The pressure 
is registered on the air regulator gauge shown 
at "E." 

Before connecting the other end of the air 
hose to the spray gun inlet, the hose should be 
thoroughly cleaned of all particles of dirt and 
soapstone. Turning the regulator key "F" 
to the right turns on the air-this will blow 
out any foreign matter in the hose. 

After cleaning out the hose connect it to 
the spray gun inlet as shown at "G." 
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Fig. SF 

When all connections are tight, turn the 
regulator key (see "F," Fig. 346) to the right 
until the air gauge registers approximateiy 45 
pounds. 

Next raise the trip lever on the gun and pull 
back the air lever. 

The pressure on the gauge will then drop, 
but should be adjusted to register 40 pounds 
when the lever is pulled back. The pressure 
can be increased by turning the regulator key 
to the right. 

Before pouring the pyroxylin into the con
tainer, it should be thoroughly strained to 
remove any sediment or gritty matter. 

Operator Should Know How the 
Attachments are Used 

Before starting to refinish a car, the operator 
should familiarize himself with the different 
attachments on the gun and the purposes for 
which they are used. 

"A," Eig. 34 7, shows the trip lever. By rais
ing this lever it causes the paint valve to 
remain in the closed position, so that when the 
air lever "B" is pulled back, air only issues from 
the nozzle. This feature comes in mighty 
handy for dusting off the surface of the car 
before applying the pyroxylin. 

"C" shows the paint adjusting nut. Ordi
narily the adjustment is correctly set at the 
factory. However, it is a good plan to check 
it before starting spraying operations. 

To check the adjustment, see that the air 
valve plunger "D" comes in contact with lever 
"B" just before the trip lever touches the 

Fig. 348 

RIGHT 
WAY 

paint adjusting nut "C." This will permit 
the air to issue from the spray nozzle a frac
tion of a second before the paint valve opens 
when the air lever is pulled back. This ad
justment is important, as there is a possibility 
of the pyroxylin dripping out of the nozzle 
unless the air is brought into play slightly 
ahead of the pyroxylin. 

For all-around painting the adjustment just 
described will prove the most satisfactory. 
However, instances sometimes arise where 
only a very light coating of pyroxylin is 
required. When a coating of this kind is 
desired, turn the paint adjusting nut "C" 
anti-clockwise. This cuts down the pyroxylin 
and increases the volume of air. Another 
way to obtain a very light spray is to pull 
back the air lever until the desired spray is 
obtained. 

Handling the Gun When in Use 

Before starting to paint see that the surface 
which is to be refinished is absolutely clean. 

When applying the pyroxylin, the gun should 
be held at a distance of 6 to 10 inches from the 
surface. Move the body and arm so as to 
keep the gun pointed directly at the surface 
at all times. Do not hold the gun at an angle. 
(See Fig. 348.) 

Make sure that you are using the correct air 
pressure. For general use a pressure of 40 to 
45 pounds will give best results with the one 
quart container furnished with the ~n. 
Very heavy materials should be thinned so as 
to flow easily. 
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Fig. 341! Fig .. ?50 Fig. 851 

Gun Easily Adjusted for Touch Up 
Work or Refinishing Any 

Type of Surface 

To meet every refinishing requirement the 
atomizer head is designed to furnish various 
shaped sprays. 

When the atomizer head is turned in a 
vertical position, a flat horizontal spray is 
obtained as shown in Fig. 349. 

When the head is turned in a horizontal 
position, a flat vertical spray is obtained. (See 
Fig. 350.) 

For touch-up work, high-lighting or refin
ishing wheel spokes, a small, round spray 
must be used. To obtain a round spray, turn 
the atomizer head until the air plungers 
engage with the air ports in the head. A 
slight clicking noise will be heard when the 
plungers engage in the ports and the atomizer 
head will be in the position shown in Fig. 351. 
Another way to obtain the round spray adjust
ment is to line up the arrow indicator, stamped 
on the atomizer head with that on the lug of 
the gun. 

In instances where very fine touch-up or 
high-lighting is to be done, the area of the 
circle can be still further reduced by decreas
ing the air pressure to 20 pounds or less. 
This is done by turning the regulator key 
(see "F," Fig. 346) to the left until the correct 
spray is obtained. 

Cleaning 
Cleaning the spray gun is an item which the 

operator should carefully observe. To clean 
the gun detach the paint container and place 
the paint tube into a retainer filled with 
thinner. Pull the air lever until the thinner 
issues clear from the nozzle (see Fig. 352). 

This must always be done before changing 
colors or at the end of the day's work. The 
atomizer head should also be removed and the 
spray needle thoroughly cleaned by placing 
the head of the gun into the thinner (see Fig. 
353). Air should then be blown through the 
gun after withdrawing it from the thinner. 

Failure to thoroughly clean the gun or to 
strain the pyroxylin will sometimes cause the 
paint passage to become clogged. This is 
indicated by an irregular spray or by a 
sputtering effect which occurs at the nozzle. 
This condition can be temporarily relieved 
by turning the atomizer head to the position 
shown in Fig. 351 and placing your finger over 
the end of the nozzle to prevent any air escap
ing. With the finger blocking the nozzle, pull 
back the air lever. This reverses the flow of 
air and will usually force any obstruction in 
the passage back into the container. While 
this will temporarily relieve the condition, it is 
a better practice to clean the gun with thinner 
as previously described and also strain the 
pyroxylin. 

Servicing the Gun 

With ordinary care the gun will last indefi
nitely and with the exception of occasionally 
replacing the packing and seeing that the gun 
is kept clean, little or no attention is required 
from a service standpoint. 

After a long period of service the packing 
around the air and paint valves may become 
dry. This is usually indicated by paint leak
ing through the stuffing box, or by a sputtering 
effect at the nozzle, the action being very 
similar to that which occurs when the paint 
passages in the gun become clogged. When 
this occurs, first clean the gun as previously 
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Fig. S5'J 

described. If this fails to remedy the trouble, 
it will then be necessary to replace the packing. 

To replace the packing in the air valve 
(see "A," Fig. 354) run out the air valve 
screw "B," and remove the plunger "C." 
Then, with a small screw driver, unscrew the 
plunger guide and remove the old pack
ing. Insert the new packing, making ~ure to 
pack it down tightly, then replace the parts. 

To replace the packing in the paint valve 
(see "D," Fig. 354) run off the packing nut 
"E" and remove the old packing. A small 
wire will facilitate its removal. The new 
packing is inserted in the opening and pressed 
down tightly with any small blunt tool after 
which the packing nut is replaced. 

In the event the nozzle becomes damaged 
and it is necessary to replace it, the old 
nozzle can be easily removed by first removing 
the top air plunger with a key wrench. (See 
Fig. 355.) Then with a standard 1

7
6 inch wrench, 

remove the nozzle as shown in Fig. 356 and 
replace it with a new one. When installing 
the new nozzle see that the seating surface is 
clean and draw the nozzle up tightly. 

Remember These Twelve Pointers 

1. Familiarize yourself with the spray gun 
before attempting to make repairs or take it 
apart. 

2. See that the paint nozzle is absolutely 
clean and tight when replacing. 

Fig. 353 

3. Keep vent hole open at all times. 

4. Oil the working parts of the gun occa
sionally-just a drop of oil is sufficient. 

Use suitable wrenches for all connec-" .J, 

tions. Make sure connections are all tight. 

6. Practice at the start until you are 
certain you have the proper atomization for 
your job. Don't try to work too fast--speed 
will soon come with practice. 

7. Always clean the gun when changing 
colors and at the end of each day. Also 
when the gtJ.n does not spray evenly. (Never 
leave the gun in the thinner overnight as it is 
liable to dissolve the packing.) 

8. When connecting a new hose, blow air 
through it to rid it of soapstone and dirt 
particles. 

9. In case of sputtering tighten packing 
nuts. Do not draw too tight-if necessary 
install new packing. 

10. Carefully strain all materials so that 
no dirt or particles of paint will clog up the 
lines. In the event some of the pyroxylin is 
left in the container over night, it should 
again be strained before using. 

11. Watch the air pressure to see that it 
does not drop below the recommended pressure 
of 40 pounds. 

12. Use the small round spray for touch-up 
work, high-lighting and refinishing wheel 
spokes. 

Fig. 354 Fig. 355 Fi!J. 356 
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Service for SalP.'s Sake 
Beyond the thought of the profits derived from your Service 
Department through the sales of parts and labor, let us con

sider this department from the relationship it bears to new car 

sales. 

The fact that the greater percentage of new car sales represent 

repeat orders or trades must be considered in connection with 

any sales program. 

Who will get this repeat business -the Dealer who Is today 

building up goodwill through satisfactory service. 

GOODWILL is measured by the desire of your custo1uers to 

CONTINUE PURCHASING YOUR GOODS. 

Can you expect to be rewarded with repeat business except 

through service satisfaction? 

Your Service Manager is responsible for the type of service 

you render he is the most valuable ma11 in your orga11ization 

and could be and rightly so, called your 

Super Sales and Service Manager 

for it is through his SUPERVISION, DIRECTION, and 

SALESMANSHIP that you will be able to control to a large 

extent your repeat business. 

IS HE THE MAN FOR THE JOB? 
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Seeing Is Buying 
Goods Attractively Displayed Sell 

Quickly 

Here's an accessory display board that 
occupies little space and can be built at small 
cost. 

And it boosts the sale of Ford accessories 
it takes them out of stock-room bins and 
from underneath the counter and groups them 
into an attractive display that can be seen 
by everyone. 

Good or Bad? 

What would be YOUR impression on walk
ing into a Ford representative's place of busi
ness and noting that the cars on his display 
room floor were covered with dust, the tires 
under-inflated and drops of oil had been 
allowed to accumulate on the floor underneath 
the cars? 

What impression do prospective cus
tomers receive when they walk into 
your place of business? 

Sell Your Service 
Here's how the West Bend Motor Co., of 

West Bend, Wis., capitalized the service 
training which their representative received 
at the Ford Branch Service School.. 

A postal card containing the following in
formation was mailed to all Ford owners in 
West Bend: 

West Bend, Wis., March 2, 1927 

Dear Sir:--
1 have just returned from the Ford 

Motor Company Service School for Ford 
Dealers foremen, and I feel I am better 
prepared than ever to superintend the 
repair of Ford cars. 

At this school we were taught the latest 
approved methods in repairing Ford cars 
to give the greatest satisfaction to the 
owner. I would like to have you entrust 
me with your next repair _job, and assure 
you we will give it the best attention. 

Yours fur increased service, 

FRANCIS REINKE, Foreman 
WEST BEND MOTOR COMPANY 

How Do Your Sales Compare? 

During a period of four months one dealer 
sold 220 vaporizers, making a gross profit of 
$792.00 or $198.00 gross profit per month on 
the sale of this article alone. 

Conditions in this territory are not excep
tional- in fact, no better than the average-
How did he do it? Simply by keeping his 
organization enthused by giving them a 5 (1 ~, 
commission on their accessory sales. 

This accomplishment makes a good target 
for every dealer organization to shoot at. 
Accessory sales will increase in proportion to 
the effort put into them. 

Develop and encourage a spirit of sales
manship throughout your organization. Offer 
some incentive-the results will astound 
you. 
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Attracts Trade 

REFINISH YOUR CAR 
Your own Choice of Colors in Pyroxylin 

New Car Appearance At Low Cost 

ONE DAY SERVICE 
Prices from $17.50 up according 

to the size of your car 

HENDERSON & LATHROP, INC. 
Authorized FORD Dealers 

AUBURN, N.Y. 

Fig .. 1;)8 

Attaching this card to dingy looking cars 
parked on the streets helps the Henderson & 
Lathrop Company sell more Pyroxylin finish 
jobs. 

Fleet Owners' Operating Cost 
The cost of operating a Ford car or truck, 

depends largely upon the care given the 
machine by the driver and to a certain extent 
on the judgment exercised by the Ford 
dealer in making repairs. 

In the operation of large numbers of Ford 
cars or trucks, fleet owners are confronted 
with this problem of maintenance, particu
larly where cars are operated over a wide
spread area and do not come under their 
direct observation. 

Under such conditions it is very essential 
that our dealers interest themselves in keep
ing repair charges as low as possible. This 
can be done by carefully inspecting each job 
and replacing no part where it is possible to 
make a satisfactory repair at less cost. 
Traveling fleet owner representatives must 
also be educated in the proper care of their 
cars. Show them the importance of proper 
lubrication, the correct way of applying the 
brake and the dozen and one things that 
lessen repairs. 

In keeping down repair charges and show
ing drivers how proper care lessens repairs, 
you not only help fleet owners reduce their 
maintenance cost, but you offer the strongest 
inducement for repeat business -the low 
operating cost of Ford products. 

We are all interested in the successful 

operation of Ford cars by fleet owners, as the 
influence of satisfied fleet owner representa
tives traveling through the territory is bound 
to effect dealers' sales. 

Let's all work together in an effort to build 
an ever increasing fleet owner business. 

40-60 Plan Earns More Money for 
Dealer and Mechanic 

Dealers who have hesitated to adopt the 
40-60 plan of paying their shop mechanics 
would quickly be convinced of its effectiveness 
if they could read the many letters of approval 
we receive from dealers all over the country 
who have thoroughly tried out the plan. 

Here's a letter just received from a Texas 
dealer-it is typical of the letters received 
daily. 

MORRISS MOTOR COMPANY 

CORPUS CHRISTl, TEXAS 

Ford Motor Company 
Detroit, 
Mich. 

Gentlemen: 
We have been operating our shop on the 

40-60 plan for the past several months 
and find that our mechanics average 
about $10.00 per week more than we were 
paying them on straight time-that our 
guarantee labor has been reduced more 
than 50%, thus proving that the 40-60 
plan does cause the mechanic to be more 
careful with his work. 

We have been able to increase our labor 
sales more than 100(/~ in this length of 
time. 

We find that we are able to secure the 
very best mechanics, while heretofore it 
was more or less difficult to secure this 
class of workmen. Frankly, we believe 
that if any dealer will give the plan a 
trial he would not go back on the old 
straight time basis. 

If you have any dealers who are inter
ested in coming to our plant to see hotv 
this system works out, our Service Man
ager, Mr. Charles, will be very glad to go 
into detail with them. 

Yours truly, 

MORRISS MOTOR COMPANY 
(Signed) By JOHN E. MORRISS 
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Sell Your Service 
The newspaper ad shown in Fig. 359 shows how dealers in Buffalo are advertising 

their service and how they are educating owners to differentiate between "ordinary 
repair methods" and Authorized Ford Service. 

To sell more service, owners must know the advantages your service offers in the 
way of speed, skill, experience and equipment-service is a commodity that must 
1 _I • • I 1 1 _1 • I • I 'I•. oe aaverusea ana soia tne same as any otner commoany. 

Expert Workmanship 
-just as Important 
in servicing your Ford 

' ' ' D '1...1' • as it iS i'i'l uUit-ui'i'lg it 
Expert workmanship, genuine Ford parts, and a 
flat rate labor charge are the advantages that all 
Ford dealers offer every Ford owner in this com
munity in the servicing of his car. 
When your Ford comes into an authorized service 
department, it is renewed rather than repaired. 
The mechanics are Ford Trained. They use tools 
and machinery made especially for servicing Ford 
cars and trucks.When replacements are needed, 
they put in new parts that are identical with 
those from which your car was originally as
sembled in the Ford Factory. 
To keep your Ford car operating at its original 
efficiency and maintain its operating economy, 
have all your service work done by an authorized 
Ford dealer. 

AUTHORIZED DEALERS 
BUFFALO CITY DEALERS II 

RIRK-NOTMAN MOTOR. CO., Inc. 
1087 Hertel A\·enue 

BLATZ BROTHERS 
llll Jefferson Avenue 

TIIOMAS J. BLICK 
155 Broadway 

W. J. HOLM.ES, Inc. 
740 Abbott Road 

.JF.RGE MOTOR. CORP. 
1647 Genesee Street 

MARSH MOTOR CORP. 
65J ~ill more Annue 

<l. FR. ED CALM BACK 
1810 Niagara Street 

MELDRUM MOTOR CORP. 
1587 Main Street 

ALFRED S. MELDRUM, Inc. 
(Himself) 59 Franklin Street 

O'BRIEN MOTOR CO. 
510 W. Utica Street 

QUALE GARAGE CO., Inc. 
2505 Main Street 

TA VLOR MOTOR. CORP . 
J006 Bailey Avenue 

ALLEN STREET GARAGE 
138 Allen Street 

KENMORE ,\\OTOR CO. 
2971-7J Delaware A\·enue 
Kenmore, N.Y. 

Fig. J,)!l 

ERIE COUNTY DEALERS 
PHILIP JERGE'S SONS CO. 

Lancaster, N. Y. 

CECIL C. BAKER 
Williamsville, N.Y. 

JOHN SHUTT, .I,. 
Orand Island, N. Y. 

PARR-MARTI['; MOTOR COR.P. 
Hardenville,!'\. Y. 

ROSS E. BROW~'. 
HoiJand, N.Y. 

A. C. FISHER 
Springville, N.Y. 

WILLIAo\\ ROELLER 
Eden, N. Y, 

LOUIS J. H. OTT 
Woodlawn Station, 
Lackawanna, N. Y. 

BAER. BROTHERS 
Angola, N.Y. 
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Service-at a Profit 
The year 1927 affords you an opportunity to earn more net profit from 
the Service Department of your Ford business than you ever made 

during the entire history of the business 

This is a strong statement but actual figures 
compiled from the records of Ford dealers 
who are aggressively working the Service end 
of the business, prove it is true. And it can be 
proved for you and for your territory, regard
less of conditions. 

To take full advantage of this most profit
able part of your Ford business you must have: 

1-The latest time-saving tools and devices, 
including Pyroxylin spray equipment. 

2-Proper supervision of mechanics work
ing on the 60-40 profit-sharing basis. 

3-Proper shop lay-out. Clean and orderly 
arrangement. 

4-Prompt and courteous treatment of 
customers. 

5-Service follow-up system-including 
Service salesmen. 

6-A determination to get every Ford 
owner coming to you for everything 
necessary for his car or truck (including 
gas, oil, tires, wash and polish, Service, 
accessories, refinishing or complete re
conditioning) and a sincere desire to do 
aii these things to the owner's satisfac
tion. 

There's an average of $10 per month per 
Ford owner on car maintenance in your 
territory for you if you do these six things. 
There is SO% gross profit for you on your 
Repair Sales if you are operating on the 
60-40 profit-sharing basis. Figure it out for 
yourself. The volume and the profit figures 
are surprising. 

Do You Want That Money? 

Then do these six things in the order 
listed. Start on them today-the loss to you 
is too great to put it off another day. 

You Can Equal This Record 
Here's what one Ford dealer actually ac

complished during the past six months since 
adopting this program. He has about 5,000 
Ford owners in his territory. If you have 500 
owners you should be able to get results equal 
to one-tenth of these figures by actually doing 
the six things mentioned above. 

He increased his shop labor profit from 
$3,000 to $11,000 in six months. 

He started out six Service Salesmen (who 
sold only Service, Repair Parts and acces
sories-no cars) and his parts sales jumped to 
$3,200 the first week. His battery sales in
creased from 15 per month to 110 per month 
in the six months' period. He says he intends 
to sell an average of 200 batteries per month 
because 5,000 owners mean 2,500 Ford bat
tery sales per year or over 200 per month. 

He insists that with 5,000 owners to solicit 
for everything necessary for their cars, his 
sales to them (including all articles mentioned 
in item 6, paragraph 3) mean a possibility of 
$50,000 sales per month or $600,000 per year 
in this department of his business. 

By 4:00 P. M. Monday afternoon his 
salesmen had written up orders for $1,900 
worth of service work. 

$19.50 for a Pyroxylin Finish 

He charges $19.50 for a new Pyroxylin 
finish on any Ford car-standardizing on one 
price for all types and for any car. 

He fixes a price of 9 5 cents for wash and polish 
and cleaning upholstery and has three latest 
type wash machines busy constantly and 
every customer buys something else. 

He has a $95 special reconditioning offer 
which encourages many owners to drive their 
cars another season. 

On old cars or trucks where competitive 
allowances are $100 to $150 too high he 
offers to completely recondition and repaint 
to "look like new, run like new and with new 
car guaranty" for about one-half the actual 
cash difference required to purchase the other 
car. He thus blocks the sale, keeps a Ford 
owner satisfied and makes a good percentage 
on the shop work and parts, instead of losing 
a sale and a customer. 

One Service Salesman-not permitted to 
sell any new cars-says he will easily earn 
$7,500 in 1927. The dealer himself is confident 
and happy over the future of his entire busi
ness. His whole organization is enthusiastic. 

AND HIS NEW CAR SALES HAVE 
STEADILY INCREASED AS A RESULT 
OF THIS SERVICE PROGRAM. 
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Rebushing Spindle Bodies 
Spindle Body Bushings Must Present a Full Bearing 

Surface to the Axle 

ADJUSTABLE GAUGf 

Fig. 360 

Here are some spindle body bushing tools 
that are time savers in the shop and they 
insure absolute accuracy in facing off the 
bushings. 

When rebushing spindle bodies these tools 
are used as follows: 

After pressing in the new spindle body 
bushings and line reaming them, inspect the 
forked ends of the axle. It is important that 
the bearing surfaces on the forked ends 
against which the spindle body bushings 
come in contact, are absolutely smooth and 
level. If the axle is worn or grooved at these 
ooints, it should be faced off until a smooth 
bearing surface is obtained. 

When the axle is 0. K., measure the dis-

tance between the two forked ends. The 
adjustable gauge is used for this purpose 
(see Fig. 361). After obtaining this measure
ment, insert the threaded shaft on the spin
dle body bushing facer, through the spindle 
body, and position the facer in a vise. Next 
place the spacer (see'' A,'' Fig.362) over the end 
of shaft so that it rests squarely against the 
spindle body bushing. The knurled lock-nut 
"B" is then drawn down against the spacer 
(the lock-nut is tightened by hand). With 
the facing tool positioned in the vise, measure 
the distance between the spacer and the 
facine: tool cutter (see Fie:. 363). This measure
ment-should be the sa~e as the distance be
tween the forked ends of the axle. If 

Fig. 361 
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Fig. 362 

the distance is greater than the height to 
which the gauge was set when the forked 
ends of the axle were measured (see Fig. 361), 
the spindle body bushings should be faced 
off a little at a time until the gauge touches 
the cutter and the spacer as shown in 
Fig. 363. This will insure the bushings 

Fig .. J63 

resting squarely against the forked ends 
of the axle when the spindle bodies are 
installed. When facing off the spindle body 
bushings, an equal amount of stock should be 
removed from both bushings and the facing 
tool lock nut tightened immediately after 
each cut. (See Fig. 364.) 

Fig .. '!fi4 
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Front Axle Alignment Indicators 
A Quick Way to Locate a Sprung Axle 

Fig. 365 

These special indicators save time and 
insure accuracy m checking front axle 
alignment. 

Any misalignment of the axle, regardless 
how slight, can be quickly detected, as the 
length of the indicators exaggerate the vari
ation so that it can easily be seen. 

To check the alignment of an axle, insert 
the indicators through the spindle bolt holes 
(see Fig. 365) then sight along the axle and 
note whether the indicators are in line. If 
the indicators are in line, the alignment of the 
axle is 0. K. If they are not in line, the axle 
is sprung and it will be necessary to 
straighten it. 

Sometimes the beam ofthe axle is 0. K. but 
the forked end has been sprung. This can 
be checked by inserting one of the indicators 
through the spring perch hole in the axle and 
the other one through the spindle bolt hole 
(see Fig. 366). If the indicators are not in 

Fig. S66 

exact alignment, the forked end of the axle 
is sprung. Both ends of the axle should be 
checked in this manner. 

"Gyp" Peddiers Active 
There are various unscrupulous concerns 

whose representatives are going about the 
country selling large and small carbon 
brushes, parts numbers TS125 and TS126, as 
identical with the material we are furnishing 
or that is being furnished to the Ford Motor 
Company. Such fraudulent attempts at 
marketing inferior material deserve nothing 
but condemnation. 

There are concerns who go so far as to use 
the script word "Ford" and pack imitation 
Ford parts in blue cartons to deceive the 
trade. Ford dealers can exert considerable 
influence against these evil practices by 
declining to listen to any bargain counter 
proposition. 

• • • • 
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Do Owners Know Your 
Service? 

HEN a Ford owner goes to an unequipped garage 
· for repair work, or to an accessory store for parts 

it is principally because he is not sold on the im

portance of buying genuine parts and service from Author

ized Ford Dealers. 

Your biggest service problem today is to make owners 
realize that expert workmanship is just as essential in SER
VICING a car as it is in building it -that no car can oper
ate at its original efficiency or maintain its operating econ

omy under "cheap" and haphazard repair methods. 

Tell local owners the advantages YOUR service offers in 

the way of speed, skill, experience and equipment explain 
hmv precision machines enable you to work to a degree of 
accuracy that practically eliminates the element of human 

error. 

Encourage every owner to invest 1n serv1ce work 
NOW,-KEEP HIM A PERMANENT CUSTOMER 

THROUGH THE EXCELLENCE OF YOUR SERVICE. 

No.6 
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Use Proper Hookup When Towing 
Incorrect Hookup May Cause Damage 

Frc. 367 

Right way to tow the Fordson-Towing strain evenly 
distributed when this hookup is used. 

Frc. 368 

Wrong way-Towing strain incorrectly applied. 
May result in breakage of the gear cover. 

PAGE 162 
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Courtesy and Cleanliness 
Has built a splendid service business for Moss Patterson 

Motor Co., of McAlester, Oklahoma 

BY stressing the importance of courtesy and cleanliness in the shop and develop
ing a spirtt of salesmanship throughout their organization, the Moss Patterson 

Motor Co., of McAlester, Okla., have built up a spJendid service business. 
The following letter from Mr. Patterson describes some of the methods that IS 

making his place service headquarters for local Ford owners: 

"\Ve arc so enthused over the possi
bilities of making money in our Service 
Department that we just can't keep 
from writing you about it once in a 
while. 

"We discovered after installing the 
bonus system (paying 5% commission 
to employees on all parts, accessories 
and service that they sell) that the first 
30 days following its installation our 
service volume increased 26% and our 
net profits 300%. 

"We operate a complete service fol
low-up system. In our service follow-up 
files are listed the names of 2,400 Ford 
owners with complete service data on 
their cars. 

"We try our best to live up to the sign 
displayed in our shop, namely: 'WE 
TAKE PRIDE IN OPERATING THE 
CLEANEST SHOP IN OKLAHOMA'. 

''Our mechanics change overalls regu
larly and are instructed at our weekly 
meetings on the value of courtesy, 
cleanliness and other features of our 
business that will increase the value of 
our service. We encourage suggestions 
from our employees. Some of the best 
plans for increasing our business have 
been .given us by our employees at these 
meetmgs. 

"Each month we send out service 
letters and post cards to every Ford 
O\vner in our locality. The fJOSt cards 
cspcciall y have been very beneficial in 
increasing the volume of the labor 
operations they describe. (sec Fig. 369.) 

"In all our advertising we stress the 
fact that we are a high-class service 
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organization using modern repair equip
ment and operating in a shop where 
everything is kept clean that we take 
Dride in nerformimr efficient work. 
1 1 ( _l 

Contrarv to the usual 'No Admittance' 
s1gns drsplayed in shops, we display 

For Easy Steering 
Only ski"led Ford mechanics should lx~ allowed lo 
work on your car. Only genuine Ford rnrts should 
be used. Keep front wheeh and steerin~?; gear lined 
up. An occasional front s.>·o;tem overhaul will savl' 
your tires and insure safe driving. 
Brinl!; this card with you and we will: 

1 1\lke down froat axl:s, spring, ste~ring romw(~ting rod~, 
w~L·el and front radius roU.; deaa and inspect all parts 
down to thf' la~t b,)lt and nut. 

2. Replace brokPn nn:l \vorn parts where we.tr eannot bP 
taken up; ream and re-bush spindle bodie~ and arms if 
necessary. 

:1. Ass~mlll' ancJ.. tighten up sl.eering arm conn('cting rod hnll 
caps; pack fran~ hub!'l with greasP; replace wheels on axle 
and adjust bearings. 

·!. Hemove all rusl from spring !r-aves, oil and re-ass( mblP. 
Rc-hu."lh front spring ami perch e.~ if n'C'c:·~~ary. 

.). As~emblt' front syst~rn to chassis; tilt front axle at cor
re<'t angle; line up front wheels to p:-,>per alignment. 

Labor charge $5.00 Parts extra 

MOSS PATTERSON MOTOR CO. 

SALES .!je~ SERVICE 

' Phone 515 
SECOND AND CHICKASAW 

McALESTER, OKLA. 
L__ _________ _ 

FIG. 369 
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one over our mam entrance 1nv1t1ng 
customers to visit our shop. 

"We pay our mechanics a commission 
for each vaporizer that they sell, plus 
their share of the installation charge. 
This same plan is also used on batteries 
and other Ford accessories. \Ve feel sure 
that this one policy alone will sell 
over 100 vaporizers for us this month. 

''Last year we made our shop one of 
the most profitable departments of our 
business-this year we are going to do 
e''en better.·' 

Dealer~ s Monthly Stock 
Orders 

THE Monthlv Stock Order Form was 
prepared to ~ssist you in maintaining 

an adequate stock of parts-it is the 
first step in providing satisfactory ser
VICe to your customers. 

One of these forms is forwarded to vou 
regularly each month with the req~est 
that you fill in your parts requirements and 
retttrn it to the Branch on the date speci
fied. This is very important as our stock 
departments at the Branches are pre
pared to handle a definite volume each 
day and if you are late in sending in 
your order, the schedule is upset and 
delays arc apt to occur. 

Check your repair stock at least once a 
month. Analyze your sales of the items 
listed on the first four pages of the Stock 
Order against the quantity you have on 
hand. These items represent the main 
portion of your investment in service 
srock. 

To get the biggest profit from your 
Parts Department, you must be able to 
promptly supply each part called for. 
Are your stock-keeping and stock
ordering methods giving you this maxi
mum profit? 

You cannot afford to be indifferent to 

this matter of stock maintenance; we 
cannot afford to have any weak spots 
111 our servtce program. 

WILL YOU CO-OPERATE WITH US IN 

THIS IMPORTANT MATTER? 

Battery Sales Data 

D O you know that the Ford battery is 
equipped with full size 5 x 5}4' inch 

plates all uniform and made from the 
highest grade of battery oxide? 

That it has 13 plates per cell. This is 
eq ui v<dent to an active surface of 30 
square inches or 20% more capacity than 
an 11 plate battery. 

That the high grade Port Orford 
cedar used for the separators greatly out
lasts softer and cheaper woods. 

That its greater capacity allows fre
quent startine and the use of nar kine 
fights, dash ltght, stop light, etc~, withL~ 
out draining the battery. 

That only the first run highest grade 
electrolyte is used-impurities in cheap 
electrolyte result in a sluggish battery. 

That it is designed and built rugged 
enough for automotive use yet operates 
a radio verv satisfactorilv due to its 

' ' 
extra capacity. 

That retailing at a price of $12.00 it 
represents the biggest battery value per 
dollar on the market. 

H AVE you ever checked up 

to find out what opinions 

local owners have of your ser

z;ice? If you don't know rmd 

never tried to find out~ don't 

you think it is about time that 

yo1t did? The dealer who takes 

too many things for granted 

aboltt his service finds himself 

losing ottt tn the long rttn. 

DO YOU T.._A~KE YOUR 

SERVICE FOR 

GRANTED? 

il 
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A New Tool Cabinet for $23.00 

FIG. 370 

GOOD repair work goes hand in hand with well kept service 
equipment. Satisfactory work cannot be turned out if keen 
edge tools, precision gauges, etc., are carelessly handled and 

thrown into boxes containing hammers, chisels, etc. 
Every tool should have a -particular place and mechanics should 

be required upon completion of a job to return the tools they have 
used to their appointed places. This not only saves time when the 
tools are again required but it insures proper care being taken of 
them. It also increases the life of the tools and cuts down on the 
overhead. 

A new cabinet has recently been designed which helps solve the 
--.,-,.1-...lE.>. ........... .r...C ......................... .:::.. .... ~ ...... 1 r'rlt""r>-_~f- "t""\.1"",..,"lT~~,c.:>.L' F1 r'r'\F\"':T?:>.n~,=.F\f- rt-F"'r1 C.fl{p 
1-'lUlJ.ll. ... _lll U~ _1-llVlJ\..L l-VV_l \..CL.L\.. ~L 1-'.LV't'J.U\....:t a \...-VUV\..U.lLUL ct.UU .Joa..J.t,,,, 

place for housing practically every piece of service equipment used 
in the shop. In addition, it enables the shop foreman to determine 
at a glance whether or not any tools are missing. 

The cabinet is 4,Yz feet high by 1;~ feet wide. It is constructed 
entirely of wood to afford maximum protection to all keen edge 
tools. The fittings are made of cast iron and are securely fastened 
in place-a separate place being provided for each tool. 

The fJrice of the cabinet is $2;.oo f. o. b. Arcade, N. Y. 
Orders may be plcmd with the nearest Ford Branch who will 
arrange for shipment to yott direct from K. R. Wilson. 
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FrG. 371 

Reseating Valve Seats 
Care must be used not to cut too deep 
or leave ((chattern marks around seat 

W HEN grinding valves always 
carefully inspect the valve seats 
in the cylinder block, also the 

bevel face of the valves, to see that they 
are not pitted or burnt (if the face of a 
valve is pitted, reface it in a valve refac
ing machine as described in the Novem
ber, 1926 issue of the Service Bulletin). 

When a valve seat in the cylinder 
block is burnt or deeply pitted it allows 
the hot exhaust gases to escape through 
the valve port, and if not corrected it 
will destrov both the valve seat and 
the valve. ' 

Valve seats that have been burnt or pit
ted are trued up with a valve reseating 
tool. Thereseateris inserted into the valve 
p;:Jrt in the cylinder block and just 

sufficient metal removed to clean up the 
burnt or pitted spots. When using 
the reseater, care must be exercised not 
to cut too deeply into the valve seat, 
or to leave "chatter" marks around the 
seat. Chatter marks can be prevented 
if a steady, even pressure is applied to 
the reseater as it is being slowlyrevolved. 
Some mechanics place a piece of paper 
between the reseater and the valve seat, 
claiming that by cutting through the 
paper they make a smoother cut and 
eliminate any possibility of chatter. 

K. R. Wilson furnishes two reseating 
cutters, i. e., a 45° cutter and a 75° 
cutter. The 45° cutter is a double end 
cutter. One end is notched, the other 
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FIG. 372 

end is ground smooth. The notched end 
of the cutter is the "rougher" or fast 
cutting end. It is used only to cut through 
the glaze and carbon that forms around 
the valve seat. After removing any 
glaze or carbon the "finishing" end of 
the cutter is inserted into the valve seat 
(see Fig. 371) and a smooth even seat 
is formed. 

badly burnt that it is necessary to cut 
away considera blc metal in order to 

clean up the seat. This, of course, widens 
the valve seat. It is then that the 75° 
cutter is used (see Fig. 372); this 
cutter being ground at a 75° angle, 
nrtt"t"A.,-IITC' rlf""'\...:xrn .,..]....."""'A+"~ ,.~~rll A'-0 c-.a.,r ., nrl 
J.~aJ.J.VVV~ UVVV.l.l LJ.J.\... VJ..L5.1J..l«..L IJ V\...c.;t.L- a..J..LU 

prevents the possibility of forming a 
carbon pocket. 

After refacing the valves or reseating 
the valve seats, the valves must always 
be retimed. Refacing the valves or re-
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seating the valve seats causes the valves 
to seat further down in the cvlinder 

" 1 1 1 1 1 .. 1 '. • . 
DIOCK ana as a resuu: rne urmng Is 
changed. The valves must be timed by 
piston travel as described in the Novem
ber, 1926 issue of the Service Bulletin. 
Attempting to time valves in an engine 
\vhich has been in service for some 
time by checking the air gap betvveen 
the valves and push rods is impractical 
as the wear on certain parts, such as 
the push rods, camshaft, time gears, etc., 
renders such a method inaccurate. 

When cutting out old babbitt bearings 
in the c~ylindcr block, use a sharp chisel 
and strike the chisel no harder than is 
necessary to cut through the babbitt. 
If the chisel is struck a heavy blow there 
is a possibility of breaking the bearing 
guide in the cylinder block. 
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Change in Transmission 
Clutch Disc 

New disc can be used with either 
No. 3311 or 3311.-B, brake drum 

PART No. 3329, transmission clutch 
. disc, has been changed from the de

stgn shown in Fig. 373 to the design 
shown in Fig. 374. L 

The new design clutch disc (Fig. 374) 
can be used with either No. 3311 or 
3311-B brake drum; \vhereas the old 
style disc (Fig. 373) can be used onlv 
with the 3311 brake drum. " 

In future only the new type disc will 
be supplied. 

FIG. 375· 
Commutator Must Be 

Properly Set 
Special Gauge Makes Setting Easy 

W HEN installing the commutator, 
it is very important that it is set 

~o as. to insure a correctly timed spark 
"-an Incorrectly timed spark results in 
burnt valves, knocks, and may cause 
the breakage of the starter driv~). 

To correctlv set the Ford commutator 
first fully retard the spark lever, thet~ 
with the commutator pull rod installed, 
measure the distance between the center 
line of the end of the pull rod where it 
extends through the commutator case, 
and the center line of the commutator 
case spring bolt. The distance between 
~hese two points should measure 2}-5 
1nches with the spark lever fully re
tarded. If the distance is greater or less 
than 2U inches, adjust the commutator 
nnll rorl Lu h.,nrJ1nrT rh~ .-.-..~ "ntt"l ~h .. 1" .. ~- n-.._ ~)) ..._~ .... .._~~_..._ b .._-' .._ .._ V'-l- LL LJ.J.i..... 

correct measurement is obtained. 
~· R .. Wil~on makes a special gauge 

whtch stmphfies the correct setting of 
the commutator. When the gauge fits 
over the end of the pull rod and the head 
of the commutator case spring bolt, the 
commutator is properly set. (When 
installing the gauge make sure that the 
<:h<>rlr lPuPr rPm.,;.,., ;., rhP rPr.,rrl,.rl .... r- ...... ~ ~ ..... , ........ ................. _ ... .~. ... u ......... "" ........... .L"""'-1.4.- ... '"'" ..... '"'" 

position.) If the gauge does not fit over 
these two parts, the commutator is 
incorrectly set and should be adjusted 
by bending the commutator pull rod 
\see Fig. 375). The price of the gauge 
1s 20 cents net. 
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Present Ford Owners Are Your Best 
New Car Prospects 

Keep them tied to you by good service until they are 
ready to buy 

~-!HAT the Special Inspection Service Folders re
I cently sent you are excellent business getters is 

proved by the number of enthusiastic letters re
ceived from dealers who are actively carrying out 

this plan. 
To get results, the plan must be extended to every 

owner in your territory who is not having his car regularly 
QPru;rPrl hu unn Tf h.o t'l;]" t" r<>cnr.nrl nhr.n.o h;m r-r 
u-~ l' .1.-V~ .._,, J '-./'-..&• .L~ ~J.\_.. .l.(..\..lJ.tJ \,..\...1 J.\...-rJ_t-''-JJ.J.'-A' _t-'-LL\.JJ.J_\_.. .l.LJ.J..l' V.l 

better still, have one of your salesmen make a personal 
call. 

By doing this, you keep in active touch with your local 
owners-you locate much service work that should he 
done and you secure a bigger prospect list for both the new 
car and truck. 

Take full advantage of the opportunities which this 
plan presents and follow up every Ford owner-look 
ahead to the day when these owners will trade in their 
present cars and keep them tied to you by good service 
until that time comes. 

The o\:a:/ner \:vho invests in service \'lork n-ow is much 
more likely to retain his car until you are ready to sell 
him another. 

No. 7-8 
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Price of Ford Battery Reduced 
New retail price provides splendid opportunity for bigger profits 

E FFECTIVE September 1st, the retail price of the Ford Battery will be re
duced from $12.00 to $11.00 with an exchange price of $10.00 to owners \vho 

trade in their old batteries. 
Selling ::lt thP lnwPst nnrP 111 Forrl b<Jttf'rv histnrv. a nnrf' made nossihle 

on(y--byo F~rd -qu-;ntity p~~du~ti~n~~qu-ipp~d \~ith i3 pl~te~--ca~ed ;n hard 
rubber and built to give longer usefulness, greater capacity and greater starting 
ability than any other battery selling near its price, the Ford 13-platc battery 
provides a splendid opportunity for profits to those dealers who energetically go 
after the business. 

To get this business it is essential that every car owner in your community is 
acquainted with present Ford battery value. This can be done most effectively 
by advertising in local newspapers, circularizing car owners and arranging at
tractive window displays. 

This is a wonderful opportunity to build up your battery profits-don't fail 
to cash in on it. 

Shop Course for Salesn1en I 

Proves Profitable 

Special training enables dealer's 
salesmen to sell more than 

$1000 worth of repair 
work in 10 days 

T o successfully sell service, your 
salesmen should thoroughly under

stand the advantages of your new shop 
equipment-the uniform accuracy of 
the work it performs-the new stand-
ards of \Vorkmanship it has brought 
about and the dozen and one things 
that distinguish YOCR service methods 
from ordinary repair work. 

The value of gtvmg salesmen a 
thorough course of training m the 
handling of Wilson service tools 1s 
clearly shown m the following letter 
written by the \V. T. Pate Auto Com
pany, of Jackson, Miss. 

Ford Motor Co. 
Detroit, Mich. 

Centlemen: 
Our salesmen have recently completed 

a shop course in our own shop under the 
supervision of the Service Superintendent. 

Night after night these men learned the 
advantages of precision measurements. the 
align reaming process, the accuracy of the 
various gauges, so that now they can talk 
to Ford owners on service work finished to 
the thousandth part of an inch. 

Our experience has proven that simply 
telling an owner that we specialize in Ford 
service work and use machinery designed 
for that purpose is not nearly as convinc
ing as giving him detailed information. 
For example, telling him the exact expan
sion of certain parts under operating con
ditions and how our equipment enables 
us to fit these parts with such precision 
that the exact clearance is obtained to 
take care of such expansion. 

Since completing the course our sales
men have shown splendid results in se
curing repair work-during the last ten
day period they alone brought in more 
than $1,000 worth of service business. 

Naturally, we all feel enthusiastic with 
the results of this special training course, 
as it is paying dividends both to our sales
men and to ourselves. 

Yours very truly, 
W. T. PATE AUTO COMPAI\Y 

I 
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First Impressions Are Lasting 
Neat and uniformly dressed service men reflect better service 

FIG. 376 

N ~J~~~ ~r~~~~1 ~a;;:~~a~~::; ;;:r0~1~s~~~e:~.orecf::~1i~~:s ~~p~=:~n~~ 
Godliness-your shop men may appear spick and span in their street 

clothes but it is their work clothing that your customers look at and from 
vvhich their impression of your service is formed. Therefore, if a clean shop 
coat or coverall is required for every man each morning or even twice a day, 
it will positively pay you to see that this is done. 

To help make your shop reflect "Better Service," we are now furnishing 
standardized shop garments designed speciaily for Ford service employees and 
made according to our own specifications, at the following low prices: 

~-----SlZE Net Pricelt\.,.et Price 
Per Dozen Each 

·----------~-~------------
Shop coats, :36 to 46 
Shop coats, 48 and 50 . 

$27.00 $ 2.2f) 
28.50 2.50 

Both the shop coats and mechanics' suits 
are made of exceptionally high grade mineral 
dyed 4-pi y khaki with the script word "Ford" 
embroidered in red across the back. The cut 
of the garments gives them an unusually trim 
effect, while the special double chain stitching, 
which is used throughout, insures durability 
and entire satisfaction from each garment. 

Orders for the garments should be placed direct with the 
nearest Ford Branch 
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ANew Use for Your Paint Spray Outfit 
Provides quick and inexpensive way to 

paint your place of business 

I N PREPARATION for the showing of our new pro
duct, which is bound to be a big event, we know you 

will \vant your place of business to look its best, both 
inside and out. -

If it needs cleaning or if it requires repainting have it 
taken care of at once. Nothing improves the appearance 
of a building like a coat of new paint-it adds a snap and 
freshness that harmonizes with new merchandise and 
impresses prospective buyers. 

Using pressure feed and the new KR\V-Milburn exten
sion (which will fit your regular .Nlilburn spray gun) you 
can now paint your place of busines:> at an unusually low 
cost and in about one-fifth the time required with the 
hand brushing method. 

For smaller dealers, satisfactory results can be obtained 
by using the regular spray gun and gravity feed. This 
latter method does not require the purchase of any ad
ditional equipment be).rond a fe\\I connections, pulle)rs and 
ropes, which can be obtained locally. 

Both the pressure feed method and the gravity feed 
method are described in the following articles. 

FrG. 377 
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Pressure Feed Painting with 
KRW .. Milbuin Extension 

T HIS new outfit has proved a big time saver 
in the painting of both the interior and 

exterior of buildings. 
Its extension feature eliminates the use of 

ladders and scaflolding and the actual painting 
work is accomplished in about one-fifth the 
time required with the hand brushing method. 

By means of special attachments and fit
tings, the extension spray outfit has been 
adapted to the standard KRW-Milburn paint 
spray gun which many dealers are now using. 
This latter unit was fully described 111 the 
April, 1927, issue of the Service Bulletin and 
consists of the following: 

Type "E" KRW-Milburn gun with quart 
container. 
Air purifier. 
Air pressure regulator. 
25 feet of air hose, with connections. 

The extension spray outfit, which has been 
designed to work with the KRW-Milburn 
unit, consists of: 

l-8joot paint gun extension. 
1-2-gallon pressure feed paint tank 
with fittings. 
1-No. 47 nozl.le. 
1-No. 55-27 (FF-4) atomizer head. 
25 feet of paint hose, with connections. 
1-}:£-inch spud. 

To secure satisfactory results \vith this 
special extension, the following instructions 
must be carefully observed. 

Before beginning any connections or set-ups, 
blow air through the length of hose furnished 
with the extension spray outfit; this will rid 
it of any dirt particles or soapstone. 

Projects Painting Approximately 
Fourteen Feet 

Pressure feed painting is done with an eight
foot aluminum extension, developed by the 
Milburn Company for work of this kind. The 
extension coupled with the operator's reach 
projects the painting operation to an approxi
mate height of fourteen feet, thus permitting 
easy painting of ceilings and high wails. 

The extension IS ruggedly constructed 
of strong tubing and has the gun and 
angle controls close to the bottom for easy 
manipulation of the spray. It 1s light m 

weight, well-balanced and easily handled. It 
grips the standard Milburn Gun, which, while 
in use, can be swiveled to any desired angle 
-a constant necessity for proper painting 
operations. 

The necessary equipment to adapt the regu
lar spray gun for this work 1s obtainable 
through K. R. Wilson, 10-16 Lock St., Buffalo, 
N. Y. The complete outfit as listed below 
sells for $40.00 to the dealer. For the benefit 
of the dealer who only desires certain pieces 
of this equipment, the following prices apply: 

Extension . ..................... $18.00 
Air hose with connections, in mul-

tiples of 2 5 feet . .............. . 
Paint supply hose with connections, 

in multiples of 25 feet . ........ . 
55-27-4 atomizer head .......... . 
No. 47 nozzle . .................. . 
2-gallon pressure tank . ......... . 

Installing Connections 

4.00 

7.00 
1.50 

.90 
12.00 

Because it is necessary to move the unit 
(with the exception of the a1r compressor 
and ourifier) around the olant while oaintinl! 
the ~ails ar{d ceilings, the first step is to dis':: 
connect the regulator from the a1r purifier 
and the hose from the regulator. Screw the 
regulator outlet into the upper end of the tee 
on the tank. (See "A," Fig. 377.) Attach 
the }:!- inch spud to the au purifier 
outlet "B." 

Next connect a hose line (procurable m 
lengths of 12~1 feet, 25 feet or longer, according 
to your requirements) from the air purifier 
outlet "B" to the inlet connection "C" on the 
air regulator. 

The 25-foot length of air hose (which was 
furnished with the KRW-Milburn Pyroxylin 
Spray Equipment) is now connected from the 
other tee outlet "D" to the spray gun inlet as 
shown at "E." 

Next remove the quart container and cover 
from the gun by uncoupling at the nut. Then 
connect the 25-foot length of paint hose 
(black) from the pressure tank outlet (see 
"F," Fig. :377) to the paint inleton the gun "G." 
Make certain that all connections are tight. 

Attaching the Gun to the Holder of 
the Extension 

Remove block "H" and insert the paint 
spray gun in the holder. Replace the block 
and tighten, being careful to place the gun in 
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the holder as far down <.:ts possible, and making 
certain that the trigger-pull Gar ''I" is ex
temleJ over the gun handle. Now pull back 
the gun lever "j" and pass the trigger-pull 
bar "I" over it. 

Next insert both the paint and air hose in 
the hose damp ''K" and tighten the bracket. 
Allow ample hose Getween the hose clamp and 
the gun to take care of the slack when swivel
ing the gun in an upright position. 

"L," shows the slide grip. 13y pulling down 
this grip, the spray· gun is put into operation. 
The atomizer head of the gun should be turned 
in the proper position prior to beginning the 
painting operation so as to procure a ftat spray 
to suit the work. \Vhen the painting opera
tion is finished, push up the slide grip. This 
shuts off the air and paint. 

A feature of this extension is that it can be 
swiveled to any desired angle. By turning 
the swivel handle "M" to the right. the gun is 
swiveled upward; to the left, the gun is turned 
downward. The elevation of the gun should 
he adjusted to the angle best suited for the 
work. 

Placing Paint in Pressure-Feed 
Container 

Cnscrcw the filler plug "N" on the tank 
and pour the paint into the opening, using a 
a funnel and fine strainer. All paint must be 
thoroughly strained before putting it into the 
container so as to remove any sediment or 
gritty n1atter. 'T'his tank holds 2 gallons; 
after it is full replace the plug tightly. 

Start the air compressor and keep it running 
until the air storage tank nearly reaches its 
maximum capacity. Adjust the operating 
pressure with the regulator by turning the key 
''()" to the right. The pressure is registered 
on the air regulator gauge shown at "P." 50 
to 80 pounds air pressure is recommended con
sistent with the viscosity of the paint to be 
used. The operator should experiment with 
the various pressures until a spray suitable 
for the work is obtained. Then open the paint 
outlet valve "Q" on the tank. This permits 
the paint to be supplied, under pressure, to 
the gun. The painting operation can now 
he started. 

Cleanin~ 

The spray gun and paint material hose 
should be cleaned at the end of each day. 

These, together with the pressure tank, must 
also be cleaned when changing colors or when 
painting is completed. Before cleaning any 
equipment, the air pressure in the tank must 
he released. 

To do this, shut off the air pressure into 
the tank by turning the regulator key "0" 
to the left. Slightly unscre\.,. the filler plug 
")J" just enough to allow the air to escape. 
This \\-~ill release the pressure in the tank and 
all hose. Then empty all paint from the pres
sure feed tank back into the original paint 
container. this is done by unscrewing filler 
plug ".'J." 

Next pour thinner into the tank and replace 
the tiller plug tightly. Turn the regulator key 
"()'' to the right and adjust for about 40 
pounds pressure. Then pull down the slide 
grip of the extension until the thinner issues 
clear from the gun nozzle. This indicates that 
the gun, paint hose and tank arc clean. 

\\'hen this is done, shut off the air pressure 
by turning the regulator key to the left and 
release the pressure in the tank and hose as 
explained in the second paragraph above. 

Instructions for servicing the spray gun 
were containecl in the April, 1927, Service 
Bulletin. There is practically nothing to get 
out of order on the tank or extension and with 
good care they should last indefinitely. 

Gravity Feed Painting with 
Standard Spray Gun 

Special connections have also been devel
oped to permit dealers to use their Milburn 
paint spray guns advantageously in painting 
their places of business, using gravity in place 
of pressure feed. 

\Vhen using your spray gun for this purpose, 
a 5.1-27-4 atomizer head. and No. 47 nozzle 
is substituted for the regular atomizer head 
and nozzle of the spray gun. 

Fig. 378 shows how your regular paint spray 
gun with a special atomizer head and nozzle 
can be coupled up to a gravity paint feed, 
using the regular thinner. 

This system would not necessitate the pur
chase of any additional equipment, beyond 
puiieys, ropes, pet cocks, connections and the 
necessary hose, which can be purchased 
locally. Adapters for this purpose can either 
be bought or made in accordance with the 
sketch. 

e: 
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Connections Used with Standard Spray Gun for 
Gravity Feed Painting 

Can be purchased locally or made up in your own shop 

ADAPTORS FOR CONNECTING 
B/NKS HOSE TO 
DE VILIJISS, SPRACO 
OR MILBURN eQi/IP'T. 

IUB]d@ 
~~ 

ADAPTOR FOR. CONNECTING 
DE Vll..tJISS (j{JN 

TO 
/JINI(S 

MU.IJURN OR. 
SPflACO HOSE 

SWIVEL HOOK 

ROPE LOCK 

J" BRAIDED ROPE 
ANY LEIVGTH 
R.:Q>o. 

SWIVEL. HOOK 

J~i" PET COCK 

~" ME.TIUC THREAD 
8 IJRAZE OR 

WELD TO PAll. 

A AIR 
LIN£ 

'Aiioi:e:~lib'V/.(; /' \\ /Z ""' 
2 FLl/ID_/ li I" 

HOSE TOGt/N -AIR 
20

1
/..ENGTH OR 4 HOSE. 

2-20'J..EN(iTHS AS RIHiJLJ. TO GUN 
~ IOR2-20

1 

1WL.JQ L.ENGTHS AS 
J" ., REQ'D. 
;;xl-j NIPPlE TO COI/.P_L_~_Ff:!I_ID HOSE 
..., L.C.NV,rT.:I 

~Xf{lVIPPL.E. TO COUPLE AIR HOSE 
fu LENGTHS 

OUTFIT FOR SPRAYING FACTORY PAINT ON WALLS & C.EILIN65 
BY SERVICE STATIONS & GARAGES. USE EMPTY 5 GAL. LACQUER 
OR PYR.OX THINNER. PAIL. f FLUID HOSE} J'' AIR HOSE. 

Fw. 378 
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Makes Speedy Job of Engine Cleaning 
New kerosene spray gun quickly removes all grease and 

dirt-sells for $7.00 net 

FIG. 379 

H ERE'S a new engine cleaning de
vice that will clean rapidly, clean 

thoroughly and gi·vc J'Cars of serv·ice. 
And it serves the very practical pur

pose, too, of speeding up repair work 
and insuring a customer's engine look
ing spick and span when the job is 
completed. 

The gun is durably constructed and 
of good design. The finish is of polished 
aluminum and nickel plate. It operates 
under air pressure using a kerosene 
spray and at the price of $7.00 net it 
is within easy reach of every dealer. 

How it Operates 
To out the gun in operation, connect 

and attach the flexible tubing furnished 
with the outfit to the syphon tube 
(see "C," Fig .. 380). The opposite end of 
the tubing is placed in a kerosene con
tainer as shown. (DO NOT USE 
GASOLI:\E.) 

Next press the trigger "B" and adjust 
the stream as desired. To obtain a 
small stream, screw in nozzle "E." To 
obtain a heavy stream, screw the nozzle 
out. \Vhen the correct adjustment is 
obtained, lock the nozzle in place by 
tightening lock nut ''D." 

Servicing the Gun 
After long periods, the packing 

around the air valve or trigger may he
come dry. This is usually indicated 
by air leaking through the stu11ing hox. 
If this occurs, tighten the air valve nut 
"A" slightly. Should this fail to remedy 
the trouble, run out the nut and remove 
the old packing, replacing it with new 
packing. If the regular packing is not 
available, twisted asbestos packing im
pregnated with glycerine can be satis
factorily used. 

an air. hose to --the nipple on the handle FIG. 380 /.:: .. 
Orders for the gun should be placed with the K. R. Wilson Co., of Ji~~~lo,_ 

N. Y. They will ship to )'OU direct on a C. 0. D. basis \'l c:.. : 

\I·. 

.. 
,J • '"~ 



Genuine srn:d 
13-Piate Batte1·y 

Mot•e Power 
Easiet• Sta1·tinQ .... 

Allowance made 
on Yout' old Batter·y 

COME IN AND LET US PUT ONE OF THESE 
EXTRA POWERED SATTERIES IN YOUR CAR 

Fw. 381 

Do Your Windows Sell? 

Al'TR.'\CTI\"E window displays are one of the strongest links bct"·ccn 
your goods a!1(i the purchasing public-they produce faster sales, quicker 
turnover and bigger profits. 

In arranging a window trim, display articles tion target to make folks look. Second, an in
that have a strong seasonal demand. Right terest clement to make then1 stop. Third, an 
now is an excellent time to feature Ford exhibit of what is for sale, and fourth, a strong 
batteries. The recent reduction in price, urge to act. That's the formula in four parts. 
coupled with the fact that this is the com- In addition to featuring batteries in your 
mencement of the battery season, makesattrac- window, display them on your counter with a 
tive displays of this item unusually effective. card announcing their new price. This serves 

Don'tcrowd toomanyitemsintoyourdisplay. as an additional reminder to customers after 
A good display should contain, first, an atten- they are inside. 
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Is Your Service Manager a Salesman or an 
Order Taker? 

Check a few cars in your shop against the operations 
listed on repair orders 

TN GLANCING over some repaired cars in a dealer's shop awaiting delivery to 

1 mvners, here are a few items noticed which were not mentioned on the repair 
orders. For example: 

Two of the cars had one or more huh caps missi11g. 
Three cars had burnt out tail lamp bulbs. 
Two cars had a head!arnp bulb burnt out. 
The spare tire on one car was flat. 
Four of the cars had one or more o£/ers missing. 

The service man \vho wrote up the repair ordei-s was questioned and it de
veloped that he wrote up only the repairs that customers specified. ::\ o effort 
was made to point out additional work needed. 

Here was a case where lack of salesmanship was costing the dealer dollars 
and cents every clay. 

Check this situation 111 your own shop-It may be affecting your profits --
1 t n1ay· l)c reflecting 011 J70tlr ser\lice. 

The Owner's Point of View 

Too frequently we hear the state
ment made by car owners that 
such and such a repair shop is a 

good JJlace to keep clear of. In sornc 
cases the remark 1s justified, but 1Il 

many cases it is based upon the memory 
of one or two unfortunate cxpencnces 
on account of which all service stations 
and repair shops are looked upon with 
distrust and the word ''Service" simply 
becomes a byword. 

\Ve all know from personal contact 
with service stations that some places 
please while oLhers antagonize. It may 
be lack of courtesy on the part of a 
mechanic, a questionable bill, or one of 
a dozen small things that are likely to 
happen. The result is we immediately 
condemn all scrv1ce stations, their 
owners and their mechanics and make a 
fervent pledge that we \Yill not go near 
the place again. \Vc are quick to note 

slovenliness and lack of courtesy 111 

others, so it is only fair to presume that 
our own customers arc i ust as critical 

has cause f01- complaint it usual~':-· docs 
not rest there, but ts passed around 
pretty liberally and docs not lose any
thing in the telling. 

Ford dealers throughout the country 
have it in their power to unite in one 
general carrlJJaign-" l_)erfect Serv-ice.'' 
By serVIce 1s meant more than doing 
exactly the specific job and selling ex
actly the necessary supplies; that is just 
stone cold business. 1 t also means 
the spirit of \velcomc and contldence 
which spnngs from personal interest 
taken in each customer, cheerful advice 
given solely to make a fellow's journey 
easier and creating a satisfaction that 
\vill leave a lasting good impression. 
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Dealer's Newspaper Ads Boost Battery Sales 
And they tie in effectively with attractive window displays 

and battery folders 

PAGE 179 

I T IS more than a coincidence that dealers who are advertising in local news
papers and prominently displaying batteries, lead in battery sales it proves 

_ the sales value of getting home to every car owner the new low price of the 
Fore\ battery. 

And, too, local advertisements tic in 
effectively vvith attractive window trims 
and the battery mailing pieces sent you. 
These sale helps form a combination 
that make an unusually strong appeal; 
one that insures complete coverage and 
keeps you in closer contact with local 
owners. 

Furthermore, making your sales ap
peal direct to car owners is more profit
able merchandising than attempting to 
build up a sales volume through the 
wholesale trade. 

Cultivate owners' interests-- gain 
their confidence, and yours will be the 
place they think of \vhen in need of 
supplies. 

Genuine 13 Plate~ BATTERY 
Now 510·00 AND YOUR OLD 

BATTERY 

Genuine 13-Plate 

FORD Battery 
$10·00 And Your 

OW Battery 

GENUINE 13 PLATE $1 Q.OQ 
FORD BATTERY FOR -

AND YOUR OLD BATTERY 

Ford R.1tterie~ need M irmoducric>n. 

BURNSHA W MOTOR COMPANY 
Authoriz•ti Ford Sale• .:md Sm,icr 

209-13 N. 22nd St. . Phi!aclelphia 

"Suviee that Serve•" 

Fw. 382 
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~····~ 
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FIG. 383 
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Improved Equipment for Servicing the Fordson 
New equipment saves time and assures accurate work 

M ODERN service equipment is 
indispensable in lmilding up a 
successful service business. Cor

rectly used, it assures precision work
manship, it creates more satisfied cus
tomers and it brings in a bigger volume 
of repair \vork. 

And it is the busy shop that attrac:ts 
the better class of mechanics- skilled 
\Vorkmen who produce extra profits. 
Labor turnover is reduced and the en
tire shop operates more efficiently ... 
That is what good equipment means to 
a service station. 

Fig. ;)R;) shows the new tools that 
make up the improved equipment for 
servicing the Fordson. The tools have 
been carefully designed to insure ac-

Improved Fordson Service Tools 
PART NO. 

200 
201 
202 

203 

2o:3-A 
204 
205 
20fi-A 
20ti-B 
20ti-C 
20(i 

207 
208 
209 
210 
211 

212 
212-A 
212-B 

NAME 

Motor stand 
Motor truck 
Transmission housing truck 

Main Bearing Tools 
Babbitting fixture for mam 

bearings 
Babbitt pouring plates 
Peining tool 
Babbitt boring fixture 
False camshaft 
Extension wrench 
!-land crank for boring fixture 
Main bearing facer and fillet 

tool 
Gauge for rear main bearing 
Babbitt melting equipment 
Micrometer 1" to 2" 
Bearing s<:rapers (set of 3) 
Crankshaft turning bar 

Cylinder Reboring Tools 
Cylinder reboring fixture 
Rear permanent guide 
Boring bar 

curacy, speed and strength and to 
simplify repairs. 

A feature of the equipment is that it 
can he used out in the field as well as in 
the shop. 

The operation of the equipment is 
quite similar to the improved Ford 
equipment. J\ few of the operations, 
however, require special attention. For 
example, the propet- setting of the bor
ing bar cutter; the main bearing cutters, 
and the correct plates to use in making 
up the various puller combinations. 

These operations will be described in 
detail in the next fe-w issues of the 
Service Bulletin. 

Below are listed the names and part 
numbers of the tools shown in Fig. :)8:3. 

+ 212-C ... 
212-D 

213 
214 
215 
2W 

217 
217-A 
217-B 
217-C 
218 

219 

219-A 

219-B 

220 
221 

222 

r 223 

Locating plugs 
~ s"x24" rod for removing locat-

ing plugs 
r ndicating dial gauge 
Micrometer 3'' to 4" outside 
Micrometer 3" to 4" inside 
Feeler gauge (9" blades) 

Bearing Pullers 
Plate for pulling bearing S-19 
Plate for pulling bearing S-:1.') I 
Plate for pulling bearing S-350 
Plate for pulling bearing S-22-C 
Puller bar with screw and 

handle 
Bolts H"xG" used with bearing 

puller 
Bolts ~.;l"x8%" used with bear

ing puller 
Bolts Y2''x15" used with bear

ing puller 
Hooks for clutch assembly 
Hooks for pulling camshaft 

gear 
Puller bar for worm bearing 

race S-2G (used with rear 
wheel puller No. 232.) 

Fan pulley puller 
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22-l 

22() 

221 

228 

229 

230 

2:31 

2:)2 
2;);) 

2:)4 

2::Hi-A 
2:n 

2:~8 

239 
2-lO 
2-ll 
2-l2 

24:) 

21:L\ 
U-l 
2{;) 

2-lG 
21G-A 
217 
218 

2l9 

250 
2.'il 
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Plug used when replacing bear-;, 252 
ing S-22-C: 

Ring used \vhen installing bear- 2iii3 
ing S-19 

Drifts and Drivers 

Bearing drift for bearing S-:)5 1 

Drift for entering trunnion pin 
S-:52 

Drift for entering radius rod 
pin S-.56 

Drift for front axle bushing 
including 1.004" ball bearing 

Driver for small time gear 

Drift for valve stem guide 
bu:;hing 

Rear Axle Equipment 
Rear wheel puller 
Roller bearing sleeve puller 
Ring used \vhen assembling or 

disassembling rear axle 
Miscellaneous 

.iZ-220 
5Z-li5:)1-D1 

Electric drill ~~~~ capacity 

Electric drill drive for boring , 
*5Z-280 

5Z-15:31- D2 
;)Z-1531-1);3 

tiZ- L'i:31- D-l 
;)Z- L'i31-Di":i 
;)Z-l.'i:H-DG 

5Z-1531-D7 

bars 
Electric drill drive brace 
Connecting rod and 

aligning fixture 

Magneto gap gauge 
Valve timing gauge 
Piston ring squeezer 

piston 

vVedge blocks for front axle 
\'ise 47'2'' 

Copper hammer lj2 lbs. 
Copper hammer ;) lbs. 

Machine hammer 1 ~/~ lbs. 
8-lb. sledge hammer with 

handle 
12" mill file 
12" vixen type file 

I" cold chisel 
Putty knife for cleaning car

bon 
12" screwdriYer, square shank, 

special 
Connecting rod bending bar 
\"alve lifter 

*3Z-H>9 
5Z- l ?)4 ~ 

1 *•'iZ-2:32 
*;"iZ-1 fiO 

;)Z-l."i39 

*iiZ-1080 
*5Z-15:) 

DZ-lii80 

*S-803 
*S-80-t 

*S-80fi 

*S-807 

*S-808 

*S-809 

*S-810 
;;';;. r *s-s11 

Set of drift punches (sizes Y;l", 
>i" and ~/8" 

Valve refacing machine com
plete 

Set of taps and dies ~" to 1" 
S.A.E. and ~4'" to 1" U.S.S. 

Coil unit tester (hand oper
ated magneto type) less 
Ford parts 

The follmving tools marked (*) 
arc listed in either the Ford
son Parts Price List or the 
Model T Parts Price List 
and dealers should have 
them m stock. Those not 
marked are distributed by 
Hranches and will be includ
ed m later editions of the 
Parts Price Lists. 

Speed screw driver 

~4" speed wrench, long 
Valve grinder 

1
7
6 " speed wrench, long 

rs" speed wrench, medium 
:1" speed wrench, short 
:1" speed wrench, long 
c26 /1 speed wrench, long 

1'~" speed wrench, short 

1
7
6 '' T wrench 

~~" T wrench 
Spindle arm bushing driver 
~ ~" T wrench 

L wrench special for carburetor 
hot plate 

%" L wrench 

~"2" L wrench 
1%" L wrench 
W' pliers 

9" \Vestcott wrench 
Spark plug wrench 

Open end wrench 1
7
/' and ~4'' 

1
9
6 " L wrench 

Rear wheel wrench 
Rear wheel bar 

front hub cap wrench 
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Air Pressure for 4.40/21 Balloon Tires 

Use 32 lbs. pressure in both front and rear tires on all models 

F IG. 384 r,c;pre~er~ts tir~ life in miles at t!le r.ecorn.rnended inflation pt~essur~' of 
32 lbs. hgs. 38u and 386 shm\" the loss Ill trre nnleage due to under rn11atwn. 

FIG. 384 

rw. 385 

FIG. 386 

1Vu lrns in tire mileag~· 
32 pounds pressure used. 

!/~ of mileage lost. 28 
pounds pressure used. 

Yi of m ifcage lost. 24 
pounds pressure used. 

To get satisfactory service from tires, instruct owners to check their tires 
regularly and keep them inflated to 32 lbs. 

To prevent loss of pressure keep the valve cap turned down tight on the 
valve. 
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Kingston Vaporizer Parts 

2265-SX 

?'"'>"'Tf _ C'V 
C- '- I I ...JI\ 

I 
I 2273-SX 
) ·-~~~ 
2279 -sx 2281-SX 

2280-SX 6151 

2286-SX 

2267-SX 

2274-SX 2275-SX 

~ 
~ 

2282-SX 2283-SX 

6152-B 6156 

2268-SX 

6175 

2272-SX 

2277-SX -~ 

2278-SX 

2287-SX 

6172 

S-1232 

FIG. 387 

0 \VL\JC to the limited demand for 
Kingston vaporizer parts, it is unneces
sary for dealers \Vho have sold only a 

few Kingston vaporizers. to ;;tock the parts. 
:\complete stock of Kingston vaporizer parts 

is carried at all Branches and dealers should 

urder from the Branchasthcpartc.arc required. 
l kalcrs who ln\'C ,;old a considerable num

ber of Kingston vaporizers should carry a 
complete vaporizer in stock and use parh of 
it for repairs. The parts so used can then uc 
replaced by ordering from the Branch. 

Numbers and list prices of Kingston vaporizer parts 

PART '-10. 

T-22G5-SX 
T-22fi0-SX 
T-22tJ7-SX 

T-22GS-SX 

T-2270-SX 
T-2271-SX 
T-2272-SX 

NAME !'RICE 

i\lanifold assemblv ............... $3.00 
Float chamber as~emhly.. 2.75 
Fioat chcunher hodv. 1.00 
Float chamber to s[Mcer bolt (order 

!i275). . ....... . 
Float :\sscmbly. .30 
Float chamber cup (order 6152-B) .. 
Float chamber body nut (order 

6163-B).. . . . . . . . .. 
Float chamber body nut gasket (order 

6157-B). . . ....... . 
Drain valve body (order 61.51). 
Drain valve body nut (order 6162). 
Drain valve (order 6169) ......... . 
Float valve seat (order 6172) ..... . 
Float valve seatgasket(order6!58). 
Spray needle bushing (order S-1232). 
Float chamber gasket (order 6156) .. 
Gasoline valve (order 6175) 
Float lever pin (order 61GB) ....... . 
Spray needle assembly. . . . .30 
Float chamber spacer. . . . . . . . . .40 
Float chamber spacer gasket. . . . . . . .05 

Float chamber spacer to mixing 
chamber holt (orclcr li27.5) 

T-227:~-SX i\lixing chamber assembly. :3.25 
T-2274-SX .\lixing chamber 1.00 

1\lixing chainher to n1anifokl nut 
(order :3514) ........ . 

T-227.5-SX Air inlet silencer... . .25 
Air inlet silencer screw (order 1070-X) 

T-2276-SX Throttle barrel assembly.. 1.00 
Throttle barrel Lo mi~ing chamber 

screw (order 3266). 
Throttle barrel to mixing chamber 

lock washer (order 5H2-B) ..... . 
Throttle lever adjusting screw (order 

S-1236) ...................... . 
T-2277-SX Choke kver and rod assembly. . . . . . .30 
T-2278-SX Choke plate.......... . . . . . . . . . .0.5 
T-2270-SX Choke lever spring........ .05 
T-2280-SX Choke lever... . . . . . .05 
T-2281-SX Low speed needle assembly... . .15 
T-2282-SX Low speed needle spring. . . . . .0.5 
T-228.'3-SX Air intake switch valve...... .25 
T -2285-SX Mixing chamber to manifold gasket. .05 
T-2286-SX Throttle connection rod. . . . . . . . . . . .15 
T-2287-SX Throttle connection rod swivel. . . . . .15 

II 
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CONFIDENCE BUILDS SALES 
And it is the Foundation of Repeat Business 

BUSINESS success is largely governed by public con
fidence-confidence founded on good products 

hacked by satisfactory service. 

This applies particularly to the automobile business. 
Thousands of car owners trade with certain dealers year 
after year because they have confidence in them-because 
they feel that somebody is taking a real interest in their 

, • . • . 1 1 . • . • r . • cars and trymg to g1ve tnem 1asnng sansiacnon. 

Service is the greatest of all confidence builders. Not 
the "give it away for nothing" service but the kind of 
service that expresses a real desire to provide for your 
customer--to see that his needs are attended to promptly, 

. 1 ... ~ . 111· • 1 1 1 ,. • 

courteously. 1 o tell mm m aavance now mucn ms repair 
labor bill will amount to before starting work on his car. 
To show him you are vitally interested tn 
keeping down his operating costs. 

Fifteen minutes of cheerful service, whether it be charged 
for or not, is worth more from the customer's standpoint 
than five hours of labor grudgingly given. 

No. lO 
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Are You Selling Service 

Or are you merely supplying it-waiting for owners to 

come in and tell you what they want? 

T IK~~ all yre~cnt oay selling, the selling of servtce 1s vastly different from 
1..__j \\hat It used to be. 

Today, you cannot succeed on only the business that comes to you unsolicited-
you've got to go after the business. Your service profits are measured 
hy the effectiveness and energy put behind your selling efforts. 

A. recent check up in several "Branch 
territories showed that every dealer 
using up-to-date service selling nwthocb 
was operating at a profit. Just the 
reverse of this was found where dealers 
\\·ere making little or no effort. 

Is nmr se1T1ce earmng money for 
you. or is lack of effort di,·erting your 
profits to competitors? 

Here are some of the methods recom
mended by progressive dealers-meth
ods that arc proved money makers 
try them: 

vice-yourequipment yourgoods. 
Arrange attractive window dis
plays and change the groupmg 
approximately once a week. 

Keep in active touch with y·our local 
owners, solicit their rcpainvork. cul
tivate their friendship so that yours 
\Yill be the place they think of when 
in need of service or supplies. 

I."' ___ 1 • 1 1 , , 

r~rn ptoy a \nue-a \\-aKe man to meet 
car mvners corning into your shop 
-a man \vho takes real pleasure 
lll serVIng IS diplomatic ano ac
cepts personal responsibility for 
e\·ery customer's goodwill. 

I )etenninc to get c\·ery Ford owner 
coming- to you fore\'erything neccs
sarv for his car or tmck including 

_,. . ·-
gas, oil, tires, \\·ash and polish. 
refinishing or complete recondi
tioning, and make a smccrc effort 
to do all of these things to the 
owner's satisfaction. 

There 1s an average of $10.00 per 
month per Ford owner on car mainte
nance m your community for you if 
you do these fi,·e things. There 1s 
50% gross profit for you on your repair 
s<ctles if you arc operating on an efficient 
lJasis. Figure it out for )'OUrselft 
the volume and profit ligures arc 
surpnstng. 

Inspect the batteries on all cars cornin.g into your shop for service, this often. 
leads to the sale of a new battery, or at least a battery re-charge. 

And, too, when in.~talling a new battery tn an owner's car always inspect 
the battery cable. Frequently where owners have neglected their batteries the 
old cable has become so badly corroded that its replacement is necessary. 
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Stepping Up Your Battery Sales 

ljou appreciatethe 
.t:a _ _.._ .. a a.~L-- ••A•• 
UIII.WI'VII ... 'Iiii .,..lt'IIW'U ,v--. 
step on the starler 
- especiall'f in cold 
weather . ..,. ....,.. -

FIG. 388 

PAGE IH7 

T HE more salesmanship you put into a windmv display the more favorable 
attention it attracts -the more merchandise it can reasonably be expected 

to sell. 

And it takes goods from underneath the counter-from off stockroom shelves 
and groups them into an attractive display that can be seen hy everyone. 

By means of newspaper ads and attention getting \vinduw displays, a Detroit 
Branch dealer in one of the smaller towns sold 10f) batteries last month-five 
times as many as the previous month's sales. 

Fifty per cent of the Ford owners in YOCR community will purchase new 
batteries during the next few months-how much of this business will YOU get? 

The J-'irst cold s;a,ap will soon be ftere-lta've )'OU built up a good loan.er 
battery stock? 

Instead of ordering in lots of four or eight, why not order your batteries in 
lots of twelve or rnore and get the benefit of the quantity price? In addition 
to saving 40 cents net on each battery, you are in a position to meet the 
sudden demands which cold weather creates. 
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Improved Repair Order Form 

C'tts/, 011 de!ivet~V reminder. 
Spaces for itemized J!atemmt. 
Inspection record. 
Reminder to clean steering wlzer/. 
Repair operation number. 
Customer's phone number. 
Complete record of car. 
Record of accessories and 
equipment sold. 
Record of parts installed. 
Record of labor. 
Facilitates distribution and 
posting of accounts. 

Samples and literature describing the 
improved Repair Order will be sent 

tlpon req·uest b)'· the Sales f~quip1uent 
Company, 201 Boydell Builrling, 

Detroit, :\1 ichigan. 
Fr<~. 389 

I kak·r~ report that the Service 
Ht->pair Order Form shown in 
Fig. :380 has proved of consider
able benefit to their service. 

The improved form furnishes an 
accurate check on the many small 
details that cause customer dissatisfac
tion. In addition the back of the 
customer's copy (see Fig. 390) is a 
constant reminder of the advantages 
of authorized Ford service. 

There are three copies to each set of 
forms: one for the office, one for the 
shop and one for the customer. 

The size of the form is 8}// x 11". 
I-f ere arc some of its features: 

Our Chain of Service Offers You--

USE GENL:INE FORD PARTS 
FurJ P:lc,:.~ H.lv>! Never B.:en ::._, Low 

F:-,RU 
CJL~RCLS r..~fU-!_A.:-.JJCS 

Y= You ."u<~ 
K.,ow •,v,. ... r 

T~t L.,o •. ~ T~, H"-~""' 
o.1o·c· in• 

Il.i "~"'' 
W1ccC::n fFo,..\lP., 

Yo.J w,.ofu...-. 
B"~~WK S•rc: ... u;:.w 

0NT1tl 

The Mu1;:.g;:-rnmt Wuhet T<l Thank Yuu Pw Your Patron.:g.:' 

Come in and Meet Us Personallv! 

Fw. 390 
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Body and Fender Repairing 
Can be Profitably Added to Your Regular Service 

BUMPING· out fen~ers a~1d _b~cli:s is,~ }~>b .that_ can ,be profitah~y added ~o 
your regular scrv1cc. And 1t IS a held tnat 1s nol: oven:ruwoeJ and lil 

which there is usually plenty of work. 

Congested traffic, slippery streets, too much speed, careless drivers, all work 
together to build up a big volume of body and fender straightening. 

The equipment required is not expensive and the work can be learned 
by any mechanic. K. R. \Nilson, of Buffalo, N. Y., furnishes a handy set of 
body and fender straightening tools consisting of dolly blocks, bumping 
file holder ami body and fender spoons, for $fi.OO net. 

Figs. :391 to :J9..J. show the tools included in the set. 

Frn. 391 

Nos. 1058 and 1059 dolly blocks 
I >olly blocks are placed back of the damaged 

section while tapping the outer section of the 
metal with a bumping hammer. The shape 
of the blocks make them adaptable for differ
ent type surfaces. 

FIG. 392 

No. 160-G humping hammer 
When using the bumping hammer always 

work from the outer edg-e of the damaged 
section toward the center. 

FIG. 393 

Nos. 1054 and 1074 body spoons 
Used on either steel or aluminum bodies 

where a hammer could not be used on account 
of the body ribs being in the way. The point 
of the spoon reaches behind the rib and by 
working it up and down with an outward 
motion the dented section of metal is forced 
outward. 

$) H ,,~!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!IY 
FrG. 394 

No. 1055 file holder 
Used with a curved tooth flexible file for 

liling off any high spotti after humping out a 
body or fender. 

I II 
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Installing Head Lamps on the Fordson 

H ERE'S a simple yet efficient method of installing- heacllamps on the Forclson (Fig. 39r>): 
.\ non-starter car switch with resi,.;tance is used to protect the heacllamp bulbs 

against overload. 
The switch is mounted in a metal box u1

2 inches wide by 4}·2 inches high by 3 inches 
deep and is equipped with a hinge co\·er (sec Fig. :)\Hi) to keep moisture and dirt from the switch. 

FIG. 395 

The hox is fastened to 
the t\YO lcm·er fender iron 
]Jolts as shmn1 in Fig. 
:397. If fenders arc 
not attached. the box is 
mounted on the side of 
the da,.;h in the same 
position. 

The S\\·itch is mounted 
inside oi the hm by 21't-
inch screws\\ i th bushings 
sufTicien t h· long to hold 
the switc-h a\\<l\" from 
the hack oi the l>(;x. The 
lamps shown are the 
latest design and arc 

mounted on a strap made of I 31" inch hY } 2 inch strap 
iron bent to conform to the shape of the top of the radi
ator and fastened in place by the tank support straps A 
and A, Figs. 398 and 399. The ends of the strap project 
2}~ inches or far enough out to support the lamps 
without undue vibration. \\'e suggest mounting the 
latest type lamp as the older type lamp \\ith the long 
arm is apt to vibrate, shortening the life of the 
]Julbs. (The switch box and mounting strap can lw easily 
made in your shop.) 

A short piece of insulated wire is run from the switch 
terminal on the clash, sec A, Fig. :397, to the magneto 
terminal on the hack of the switch. The two upper 
wires of the dimmer resistance, which is fastened to 
the switch plate, are fastened to the dim and bright 
terminal on the back of the switch and the lower wire 
of dimmer resistance goes to the right head lamp, 
Figs. :397 and :398. The wire is held at a tension hy 
two spnngs, part No. 2108-X and two Clips 

FIG. 396 

::-.Jo. 2107-X. a,; shown 
at B, Fil'.·s. :~97 ;JrHI 

898. The ~econd \\ire, C, 
Fig. :391-1, passes under the 
tank and enters the lamp 
at C, Fig. :)\!9. The 
wire, U, Fig. :39\), is the 
ground wire, and is fastened 
under bolt E. ~i-R volt 
bulbs, part No. ~);)72-K, arc 
used and should not hum 
out under average concli
tions. If, however, it is 
necessary to run the engi nc 
at a high speed in an 
emergency, the switch 
"houlcl be turned to the 
dimmer side. 

FIG. 397 

Fw. 398 

FIG. 399 
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Improved Fordson Service Equipment 
Adjusting the cylinder boring bar cutter 

Fw. 400 

O~E of the most important operations 
in reboring cylinders is the proper 

setting of the horing har cutter. 

To rebore a Fordson cvlinder block, the 
cutter in the boring bar is ~djusted so that it 
wi!! bore the cylinder .004" larger than the 
actual diameter of the piston to be installed. 
(lVI icrometers must he used to measure the 
exact diameter of the pistons, sec Fig. 400). 
The additional .004" is to allow for clearance. 

For example, suppose we fmd that it is 
necessary to install .037" oversize pistons. 

A standard Fordson piston is 3.995" in diam

:).99()'' 

eter. A .0:37" oversize piston is 4.0:-\2" in 
4.0:34" 

diameter. To this measurement we would then 
add .00 I" for clearance which would, using 
the mean diameter, give us 4.037" and which 

would be the correct size to bore the cylinder. 

The next operation is to set the boring !Jar 
cutter to cut to 4.0:37". 

The diameter of the boring bar head from 
which the cuttc:i· extend::;, measures :).500". 
To determine how far out the cutter must 
extend from the head to cut to 4.037", we must 
first deduct the diameter of the cutter head 
(:3.i500") from our reboring size of 4.o:37'', this 
leaves .. 337". \Ve then divide this measure
ment by two, which gives us .2(iR5" and which 
is the distance the cutter must extend from 
the boring bar head to rcbore to 4.037". 

The reason for settinll the cutter to .2(51-\;)" 
instead of .5:37" is due .. to the fact that the 
cutter extends only from one side of the boring 
bar head, hut as it cutsall the way around the 
circle it actually doubles this measurement. 
so that by setti1ig it to .2(i~Ii" it actually cuts 
.fi;)7" and when the diameter of the boring 
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FIG. 401 

l1ar is added to this measun'tlWilt the cutter 
wiii rebore the cyiinder to exactly i.O:{'/''. 

To set the cutter, first adjust the microm
<'1\'r to the rt'fjUired measu.remcnt, \\·hich in 
this instance would be :-L7til);')" (the diameter 
of the boring har head, :L'iOO" plus the dis
tance which the cutter must Pxtend from the 
head .2()~.')"). 

:--Jext slightly loosen the two set scre\\-s in 
the cutter head with the special set scre,,
\Hench (see Fig. 101). 

Then rlan: l he microllleters 0\ t-T t h(' cut tt"r 
head and cutter as shown in Fig. -i02 and ad
just the cutter hy turning the adjusting screw 
with a screw driver until the setting <'OlTt'

sponds with the reading on the micromekr 
(see Fig. 402). 

\Vhen the correct adjustment is obtained 
tighten the set screws and AGAIN check the 
cutter with the micrometers to make sure 
that the adjustment was not altered when the 
set screws v.rere tightened. 

f'IG. 402 

I I 
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THIS BULLETIN COVERS CAUSES OF AND 
REI'VIEDIES FOR BATTERY FAILURES 

FORD batteries arc far above the ordinary low priced battery 

in quality of materials, excellence of construction, and con

sistency in performance. 

Notwithstanding the high quality of the Ford battery, 

investigation shows that battery life is frequently shortened 

because owners fail to realize the value of systematic care, and 

do not recognize their responsibility in seeing that their battery 

is inspected regularly and that the generator charging rate is 

adjusted to their individual requirements. 

The importance of battery care cannot be over estimated. 

No matter how efficient your sales methods or what qualities 

your battery has, only through satisfactory service and owner 

education can you build a bigger volume of repeat business. 

STUDY THE FOLLO\Vf NG PAGES-EXPLA.I~ THE 
IMPORTANCE OF SYSTEMATIC CARE TO CUSTO:VIERS 

AND INCREASE THEIR SATISFACTION IN THE 
FORD BATTERY 
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FIG. 403 

('r({("kni sl'<!iiny ,·on1pound d1<c lc> iwllery ciamps bei11y dnnl''' dou·n too liyhtly 

\Vhcn installing ;1 battery, nev-er 
apply force in drawing down the hatter:,' 
clamps. They should be tightened only 
suffl.ciently to hold the battery in place. 
lf the clamps arc drawn clmvn too 
tightly there is a possibility of spring
ing the battery case and allowing the 
electrolyte to leak out. Note slight 
opening in sealing compound alongside 
of rubber case. See Fig. 4o:3. 

Keep Battery Fully Charged in 
Cold Weather 

There is always a heavy drain on a 
batterv in cold weather, on account of 
the Ic;,ver charging rate because of 
slower driving, congealed oil, greater 
usc of the lighting system, etc. The 

strain put upon the motor during cold 
weather calls for a fully charged battery 
to turn the starter. 

\Yhen the operator steps on the 
starter si\·itch, a direct l1ow of electricity 
from the battery to the starter takes 
place. The battery is accordingly be
ing discharged and a certain chemical 
action is taking place within. Repeated 
clischarging affects the ncgati\·e plates 
in a battery by causing the lead to ex
pand and bulge out bcti\·een the ribs of 
the grid as shown in Fig·. 4-0-1-. \Vhen a 
battery is badly nm down the plates 
become sulphated. The acid in the elec
trolvte combines with the lead of the 
por~us part of the negative plate called 
the active material with a result that a 

II 
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compound known as lead sulphate is 
formed. The electrolyte becomes 
·weaker as the discharge progresses due 
to the absorption of the acid by the 
plates. The lead sulphate continues to 
increase in quantity until the pores of 
the plate are entirely filled, causing it 
to expand and break off from the piate. 
To convert the sulphate to active ma
terial the battery should be charged at 
a rate not exceeding five amperes. 

In this connection, too much stress 
cannot be placed upon the fact that re
chargin~ a badly sulplwted battery at a 
high charging rate causes overheating. 
This results in buckling which often 
short circuits the cells. Before re-charg
ing a battery, check the cells to deter
mine whether they are shorted. If a 
cell is shorted the battery will have to 
be dismantled and new parts installed. 

Owners arc often attracted by adver
tisements stating that their batteries can 
be re-charged in from 6 to 8 hours. Bat
teries are frequently damaged by charg
ing at too high a rate. To re-charge a 
run-down battery in this length of time 
it is necessary to charge it at a 20 to 30 
ampere charging rate. This excessive 
rate increases the temperature of the 
battery to such an extent that it causes 
the plates to expand, and as this expan
sion is unequal in different parts of the 
plates, buckling results and trouble fre
quently develops. Buckling is the 
bending- or t.>visting of the plates. SPf' 

Fig. 405. 
it is for this reason that extreme care 

must be used when re-charging bat
teries with a constant potential outfit. 
To avoid damaging the batteries, it is 
essential that the temperatures of the 
batteries be frequently checked when 
they are drawing a heavy charging cur
rf'nt. A battery which gases soon after 
it is put on charge and while still in a 
discharged condition should be taken 
off the line immediately, or the charg
ing line voltage reduced. \Vith con
stant potential charging, the two things 

to watch carefully are temperature and 
gassing. Any charging rate which docs 
not cause an excessive temperature or 
early gassing is safe, and conversely any 
that does raise the temperature above 
100 degrees or causes gassing while the 
battery is still less than three-fourths 

, 1 • ' 1. 1 cnargca, 1s roo mgn. 

Causes of Plates Buckling 
Buckling of the plates is caused by 

one of two things-either excessive 
charging rate on bench o;- in the car or 
battery has been allowed to remain un-
....:~ ..... ..- ....... t-.. ..................... .....1 +-r.."' 1...-..rln- Y\lhan -tht:J. AV11'::ln-
UC1Lllc:11~CL1 LVV J_V.ll5• """ J..H .... ~J. \...L.LV '-'~1-"(...4.•• 

sion or t\visting of the plates has 
loosened a considerable amount of the 
active material or caused it to break 
away from the grid, the capacity of the 
battery is cut down. See Fig. 406. A 
more serious trouble which arises from 
buckling is caused by the plates press
ing against the separators with sufficient 
force to cut through the separators and 

FIG. 404 
Negative l'lalfs Orer-Disclwrurd 
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Buckled Plates 

come in contact with 
the next plate, thus 
short circuiting the 
cell. See Fig. 407. 

Overcharging is a 
frequent cause of 
battery troubles. 
\Vhen installing a new 
or re-charged battery 
in an owner's car or 
truck, bear in mind 
that the battery is 
fully charged, and if 
the car or truck is 
driven on long trips at 
a high charging rate, 
the battery becomes 
over-charged. This 
causes excessive shed
ding and buckled 
plates which not only 
reduces the capacity 
of the battery but 
often cuts through the 
separators and short 

circuits the cells. For average driving 
conditions a generator charging rate of 
from 10 to 12 amperes has been found 
most satisfactory. \Vhen unusual condi
tions are encountered this rate should of 
course be changed. For example, the 
owner who frequently makes long trips 
during the day, especially in the sum
mertime, or the commercial user whose 
truck is in constant operation. These 
are cases where the charging rate should 
not exceed 5 am peres. The best plan is to 
find out underwhatconditions the owner 
operates his carortruck, that is, theaver
age length of the trips taken. Then 
adjust the generator charging rate to 
meet his requirements. \Vhen adjusting 
the charging rate, the season of the year 
should, of course, be considered, as natu
rall'v the battery is subjected to a heavier 
drain in cold weather than in summer. 

Plates Must Be Covered With 
Electrolyte 

If the electrolyte in the battery is 
allowed to fall below the level of the 

plates, the part of the plate which is 
exposed becomes dry and hard, so that 
the active material cannot be converted 
back for future use. See Figs. 408, 409 
and 410. Batteries in which the elec
trolyte is allowed to fall below the tops 
of the plates, deteriorate rapidly and 
their iife is short. 

Cracked Separators 
The quality of separators used has a 

direct bearing on the efficiency of a bat
tery. If separators are in good condi
tion a short circuit is unlikely to occur. 

Only the highest grade Port Orford 
Cedar separator is used in the construc
tion of the Ford battery. Considerable 
time and rna terials are expended in the 
treatment of our separators for the pur
pose of washing out all Acetic Acid. In 
all 28)1 hours arc consumed in this 
treatment which is considerably more 
than that given other separators. 

Notwithstanding this fact we have 
noticed quite a few complaints on dam
aged and cracked separators. Investi
gation shows this condition is the res!llt 
of rough handling rather than defective 
stock shipped from the factory. . __ 

In Fig. 411 we show a separatorwhich 
has a small crack extending down the 
groove about one inch. \Vhile it would 
be advisable, when repairing a battery 
to replace all such separators, we know 
from tests that separator cracks do not 
give twubie unless they are sufficiently 
wide to oermit oarticles of active mate
rial fror;1 the phte to drop down into 
them and bridge across the positive and 
negative plate, shortening the cell. 

Keep the Battery Dry and Clean 
It is important that the top of the 

battery be keot free of dirt and moisture. 
Dirt rnay wo~k into the cells and dam
age the battery. ~Ioisture causes a 
leakage of current between the terminals 
of the cells and tends to discharge the 
battery. Moisture on the battery 
should be promptly removed and the 
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tops of the cell connectors and termi
nals wiped off with a cloth moistened 
with a solution of baking soda. This 
will neutralize any acid that may be 
present in the moisture. 

Coat Battery Terminals With 
Vaseline 

Giving the battery terminals a coat
ing of vaseline protects them from 
being attacked by acid. If any corro
sion has formed around the battery 
terminals, it should immediately be 
removed and the parts thoroughly 
washed with a solution of hot water 
and baking soda. The terminals should 
then be given a coating of vaseline. 
Acid on top of the battery is usually 
caused by filling the cells too full. 
Sometimes it is spilled when hydrom
eter readings are taken. Looseventcaps 
will cause electrolyte to be spilled when 
the hold down clamps have not been 
tightened sufficiently to hold the bat
tery firmly in place. 

Handle Battery Carefully 
Rough handling by careless or in

experienced persons is one of the most 
common causes of battery trouble. For 
example, when installing a battery in a 
car, instead of lowering it all the way 
down into the battery bracket, many 
persons allow it to drop into place, or 
resting one end of a battery on the floor 
and letting the other end drop. To 
avoid damaging the parts, batteries 
must be handled gently. 

Do Not Use a Chisel to Remove 
the Battery Connections 

It cannot be too strongiy emphasized 
that any blow being struck the binding 
or terminal posts of a battery, either 
when taking battery apart or removing 
the terminal, is had practice and should 
be discouraged. 

Such action invariably results in 
springing of the battery post as much 
as a quarter of an inch and loosening of 
the active material. 

Time as well as money are saved if 
the connectors are removed by taking a 
% inch drill and boring the connectors 
_X! inch deep centrally over each post, 
until you cut through the part of the 
connector which is welded to the post. 
Then pry off the connector with a 
screw-driver. Put a chisel or file on the 
top edge of the case to avoid damag
ing the case \vhen prying off the con~ 
nectars. If any connector is still tight 
and you cannot pry it off with a 
reasonable effort, drill down a little 
deeper, and it will come off easily, 
provided that the hole \vhich you are 
drilling is exactly over the center of 
the post and as large as the post. 

Another method is to play a burning 
flame on the joint at the same time pull-

FIG. 406 
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Fw. 407 
The Iv:sult-Buckl£'<1 Plates on Separator 

ing- the connector \Yitll a 1}air of i)liers 
until it comes loose. 

\Vhen using a burning flame caution 
should be taken to withdraw some of 
the solut1ion if cells are full. This will 
allmv gas to escape from cells a ncl 
prevent an explosion. 

Rebuilding the Battery 
\Vhen rebuilding the battery the re

pairman should follow some definite 
lines of procedure to diagnose battery 
troubles correctly and swiftly. It wiil 
take timP to learn how to discriminate 
between parts that arc to he used over 
again and those which should be dis
carded as junk. However, persistency 
and perseverance will soon cultivate 
the habit of asking questions and learn
ing more about battery failures. This, 
coupled with an earnest desire to elim
inate careless and slip-shod methods of 
procedure which only tend to offer en
couragement to your competitor and 
take away business which rightfully be
longs to you will unquestionably in
crease your revenue from this sou;ce of 
business many times over. The work 

must be divided along certain definite 
channels of battery knowledge and fol
lowed in a sequence. Each step must 
be performed thoughtfully and in the 
same or_?cr each time. The repairman 
should hrmly fix in his mind that there 
is a reason for every battery failure and 
endeavor to locat~ the tr;uble and if 
possible remedy it. He can add con
siderable to his knowledge about batter
ies if he asks himself certain questions 
such as these: 

\Yhat put this battery in this condi-
• ;> ,~ph . t10n' v ~-Y do the negative plates 

assume a ''grainy" appearance? \Vhy 
are the positive plates buckled? \Vhat 
caused the positive plates to disinte
grate? \Vho is to blame, the manufac
turers of the battery or the owner of 
the car? \Vhy did the battery have to 
be taken off the car, opened up and 
rebuilt at 5 months old, when the bat
tery taken off a car just the day before 
had been on for 20 months and never 
been charged off the car but once? There 
is a reason. Locate the cause of the 
trouble, if possible, and remove cause. 
Explain causes for battery failure and 
avoid dissatisfied customers. 

In the aforegoing columns we have 
given illustrations of all vital points of 
battery care and abuse and if reason
able amount of careful study be given 
this information, it can have only one 
;:ffcct ~~ ~ th~l t is to bctt~l- 2~ss~st You ir1 
the ha11dling of lJatterJl service ancl still 
further increase the possibilities of 
securing more of the ever growing sales 
paten tialities of the battery business. 
Therefore, to further assist ;:our repair
man to Jo better and more \\·ork along 
this line, we are outlinino herein th~ ;-, 

standard procedure of repairs as thev 
are conducted in the battery room (;f 
the Ford l\Iotor Company. · 

Hydrometer readings arc taken to 
measure the specific gravity of the 
electrolyte. If all cells read 1.150 or less 

Ill 
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remove the battery and give it a 1Jench 
charge. If the specitlc gravity readings 
are all above 1.200 or if the gravity 
reading of one cell is .50 points lmver or 
hi?;her than the others, this may indi
cate either that the internal condition 
of the battery is bad or the electrolyte 
may need adjusting. 

The difference inspecificgravityrcad
ings in the cell is due to one of the 
following causes: 

(a) \Vater added to cell or cells which 
h;lY"f' Io,,~ gr~-vit~/ to rcJJ1acc clccti-vl)~te 
which had been spilled or lost in some 
other manner. 

(b) Electrolyte added to the cell or 
cells which have high gravity to replace 
the water which naturally evaporates 
from the electrolyte. 

(c) Trouble inside the cell or cells 
\Yhich have low gravity. 

FIG. 408 

Low Elcclrol!Jie--Yq;al ive Plates 

Fw. 409 
Lou• Elrrtro!yte--Po~itivc 1'/oles 

Having been satisfied that trouble is 
of an internal nature \n: proceed as 
follmvs: 

Drill off cell connectors. 
Renwve sealing nuts. 
Remove scaling compound. Best 

results can he obtained by use of a ~ 
inch \Yood chisel which may he heated 
for the purpose of removing all com
pound more C;=tsih·. 

Rcrnovc cell covers. 
Take out elements as follmvs: Pull up 

and rest elements angle-wise on top of 
battery case to allow all acid to drain 
before disassembling. 

Remove separators. 
Give clement careful inspection for 

run-do\\:'11 fron1 plate strap anc1 other 
causes for shorts. 

Examine interior of cell for excess 
sediment. 

Clean sediment cavity thoroughly. 
Clean all parts to be used over again. 
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FIG. 410 

Result nf low electrolyte and !melded plaiPs 

Rebuild battery as foliows: 
Assemble negative and positive 

groups. 
Place groups on side and insert sep

arators. \Vhen inserting separators he 
sure and place smooth side against 
negative plate. 

Element is complete and ready for in
stallation. Before placing element in 
cells see that Ford Script on battery 
box is toward the repairman. Always 
place element with positive terminal 
post over letter "D" on script. 

Check all posts for rubber gaskets. 
Put on ceii covers. 
Put on sealing nuts. 
Before resealing covers, see that they 

are thoroughly dried by running a light 
flame where battery is to he sealed. The 
object for this is-to insure a perfect 
sealing job. The compound will not 
seal tight where there is moisture. 

To further insure a perfect seal, the 
double sealing method should be used. 
Run a light layer of compound around 
covers. Heat compound with a light 
flame to insure a tight seal at bottom of 
cover. AllO\v to settle for two minutes; 

then refill with compound to top of 
cover. Apply light flame over com
pound for final seal. 

Replace all cell connectors. Care 
should he used to see that script on cell 
connectOI- is towards the script on box. 

The operation of burning on cell con
nectors is of utmost importance and too 
much stress cannot be laid upon the 
fact that a perfect contact must be 
made with post and connector. This 
can be accomplished by using a small 
hnt flame at contact points. After per
fect contact has been secured fiii up 
with lead to normal height. 

Re-acicl and charge battery at normal 
rate which is 5 to 6 amperes. At this 
point caution must be taken providing 
a cell has had a positive group and 
separator renewed, as it is advisable to 
add acid about 20 points higher in 
gravity than the acid taken out of cell. 

After 48 hours check gravity of solu
tion \vhich should be about 1.275. If 
not adjust and continue charge 10 
hours longer to determine whether 
gravity will rise. If there is no change 
in gravity adjust to 1.28.5, which is the 
normal gravity reading. 

FIG. 411 
These separator cracks do nol give trouble 


